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CHA.PTER I
!NTRODUCTION

I.

CHOICE OF SUBJECT

The subject of love was chosen because of the current

confusion over the
love.

natur~,

importance, and develo.p ment of

Although these topics are often discussed, th·e study

of them seems never to be exhausted.

The selection of the. subject was also influenced by

the interest of psychiatrists and ministers in man's ability

to

love~

A psychiat.r:i.st., Eri .c h Fromm, considers love so

esse.ntial that he wrote an entir.e book on The Art .of Loving.
The Apo.stle Paul

said~

"So faith, hope, love abide, these

th:tee; b~t the greatest of these is love. nl
:..'
i

The Chur.ch has

long declared ·th?:t l6ve is one of t ·he most significant
ingredients in the structure of personality. 2

Pi.t irirn

Sorokin and Robert Hanson called love "the hea,rt an<,i soul of
!

I

I
I

ethical. goodness and of' all great religions. n3

The scope of the subject was too broad and the time
for the study too short

to

inv~s't,iga:te a number oftheories

lr Corinttliana 1'):13, ~NetT Testament (Revised ..
Standard V.e rsion; New York: ThomaSNel.son and Sons, 1.946) •
2Ashley ~~~ontagu (ed.), The Meaning
The Julian Pr:ess~ 1953) , p. vii .

3r.'b.
· 15·7
· ~d., P•
·· •

2f

Lov-e {Ne·w York:

2

of love.

Theretore, the writer chose to study the concepts

of love. of tl'to present-day psychiatrist~.

This decision

led to the search .for two contemporary psychiatrists who had

published materials of importance on the topic.

The subject

was narrowed further when the search was begun for two men
who repre.s :ented two schools- of psychology, existential and
psychoanalytic.

E, Frankl is an existentialist and

Viktor

Karl A. Menninger is

a

disciple of Freud..

contemporary theorists and have

l'tri tten

Bqth men are

several books and

articles on the subject .•
II.

BASIC

ASSU!itiPTIO~rs

The basic assumption$ iti this thesis are:
1.
2.

J.
4.

Love . is an importe~.nt value and not merely an
ill-usion.
Love may be vnderstood, although there. are
neither reliable computers nor valid fonnulas
:for measuring "love quotient."
,An inv$stigation of love from a psychological
vieWpoint can be valid.
The comparison of the concepts of love as
revealed. in the ~;ritings of Fra,nkl and of
z,Ienninger may aid in the uhderstaridirig of
the development of human love.
I II.

P.Utt.POSES

A major ambition in the writing of this thesi.s· is to

attempt ari accurate presentation of t:he concepts of love a .s
revealed in the wr1:tings of Frankl and of Menninger.

Efforts

to interpret and. to reach some r¢1ial::Jle conclusions about

their ideas of lo.ve are othe.:r ohjecti ves.

The conclusion

of the research is primarily for the benefit of persons who
are pra,cticing one o.f the professions dedica ted to the helping of people.

Another goal is to o.f'fer some suggestions
The methodology

as to possible areas for .further research.
l-tas partially dictated by these object.i ves.

IV.

METHODOLOGY

The method of descriptive analysis was adopted for
this thesis.

The abundance of articles by and about Frankl

and r'lenninger called for detailed study of all available
written materials· and the elimination of Jmrelated works.
Personal interviews were held with A... J. Unge.r.sma,

San Francisco Theological Seminary; Robert E. L.eslie,
Pacific School of Religi,on; and Thomas 'll. Klink, Menninger

Ungersma and Leslie .responded to questions aQout

Clinic.

the views and .work o:f Frankl, and Klink provided information

concerning 1-1enrtinger and his concepts.
One purpose of the investigator is to limit the body

of the the.sis t.o specific concepts of love as seen in the
writings of Frankl and of Menninger only.

Thus the

researcherts reviews· of their philosophies are contained
in the introductions of Ch.apters II and III, and a third
view with lthich

adopted.

to compare their theories has not been

Furthermore, the writer's objective was not to

4
define terms .frequently used by psychologists, theolo.r;icans,
or philo$opllers; arid this includes the nomenclature which
they ~mploy when describing types and kinds of love.

ever,

term~

How~

used by Frankl or ·b y Menninger are defined

within the body of the thesi.s .
Frankl and Nenninger are unique in presentJ.ng their
ideas about love; therefore, the chapters are necessarily

adapted to their materials and vary in length, style of
presentation, and degree of detail.

A biographical sketch

of each man, a summary of Frankl's logotherapy, a summary
of Mennin.ger'·s psychiatry, and. some observations concerning

tne.i r concept.s will be presented in the sections entitled

Choice Qf Viktor E.. F·rankl and Choice of Karl A. :Mennipger.
Such an approach allows the investigator to

confin~

the body

of the thesis to the chi.ef task of ·e xamining Frankl's and

Menni:nger•.s concepts oi love.

More

~pace

has been gi·ven to

Frankl than Menninger because ·Frank:l's ·theories are more
recent, are representative of a new field of psychology, are
not as well...;kno~m as I\fennlhger' s, and are not as closely
1

related to or dependent 'Upon Fr·eud's vie\"rs as are I•Iennir1ger s.
Chapters II and III will be a composite of th.e ir
In these chapt·e rs fo.o tnotes may be plaqed op

viewpoints.

ideas,. thoughts, or sentences which have the possibility of
being common knowledge.
elementary

or

At the risk of appearing too

r\idimentary, but with

the

desire to display

5
the principles of Frankl and of ~!enninger in an unadulterated
form, thiS' method of' presentation is used.

V.

LIMITATIONS

Personal bias concerning the Value of love - the need
~

'

.for love:, the healing power of love, and the ability of man
to accept.,. experience, and give love may influence the
contents of this thesis.

The belief that a vital dif.fer~nce

is made in all other types of love when love of God is put
first may also inf;tu·ence the material of the thesis, but the
awarene.ss of th.e se ind'i vidt1al predispos-itions hopefully aids
in checking the possibility of such

in~erferences.

Although the researcher has training ar1d experience

as a pastoral counselor and as a director of counseling an.d
guidance i:n a .junior college, he i :s not an experienced cri ti·c

of psythologists or psychi atrists.

Ove~

a period nf years

the writer's interest in and stuqy of t .he works of Frankl
and of Menninger have grown through a s.tudy of thei-r writings.

However, some infonnation may be ov-erlooked since

art.i cles written by or about Frankl and Henninger are
abundant.

Because of the lang'Uage barrier, publications

.o ther than those written in the English language are not
investigated ..
The investigator studied their earliest as well as
their current publicati-o ns.

the.i r latest theori-e s.

Every attempt is made to present

VI.

DELINEATION

Follmdng the Introduction in Chapter ·1 t Frankl's

theories of love, as interpreted by the t"esearcher, are
presented in Chapter II; the theories of' love as observed
in the writings of 1-ietmiriger are surveyed in Chapter IlT;

and Chapter IV is a

comparis~:m

of their theories of love.

The Conclusion in Chapter V will contain some subjegtive
evaluationsand suggestions for further study.
bibliography is included in a separate section.

I

l

I

!

A selected

CHAPTER II
Vll<:TOR E. FRANKL'S CONCEPT OF LOVE

I.

CHOICE

OF

VIKTOR E.

FRANKL

Viktor E. Frankl, the fo:tinder of the school of

psychiatry known as logotherapy., insists that a proper
understanding of man must include recogni't ion or the
"'·· /

spirituality nf man.

His views have been attractive to many

pastors, religious counselors, andother persons in religious
professions_, as well as psychologists, psychiat·rists, and

educators.
Frankl is of the Jewish faith and his writings rev.eal

his positive feelings toward a re'ligious andmeaningful view

of life..

He ·is

$0

i(lclined td a religious outlook on life

that he has been acc:used of placing tb,e psychiatrist and the
medical doctor in the role of a pas_tor or a priest.

Frankl was born in Vienna in 1905, and attended the

university there, earning the (legre·es of Doctor of f.!edi cine
and Doctor of Philosophy.

He

survived the notorious. World

'i;lar II concentration camp of Aus.c hwitz to gain f'or h.iinself
an international reputation in. his field and to become the
I

Director of the Neurological Polyclinic in Vienna and

1

President of' the .a\ustrian Soci.ety of Medical Psy·c hotherapy.

I

I

Donald F. Tweedie:, Jr •. , indicates that logotherapy
.

.

.a nd existential a!'lalysis are terms ·which are nearly

synonymous or refer to two facets of' the same theory.

Tweedie also feels tha:t existential analysis indicates the
.1
,

anthropological dir-ection which Fran}{l 's ·i deas follow, while
logotherapy is more descriptive of Frankl's therapeutic

theories and methods .1
.Frankl defines logotherapy in this manner:

I

I

v

A psrchotherapy which not only recognizes man's spirit
but actually starts from it may be termed logotherapy.
In this connection logos is intended to signi.f y "the
spiritual" a:nd ,. beyond that, "the meaning."2
Man 1 s search .for meaning to his exi.s tence is his most

r

_primary concern. 3

In fact, the basic tendency of the uncon-

scious a.nd of the conscious spiritual dimension of man is

·the will-to-meaning. 4
rooted,

an

This search for meaning is a deeply-

authentic, and an innate desire to give as much

meaning as possible to life through actualizing as many
l

I

l

i
I
J
i
I

l

l

1 nonald F. Tweedie .t Jr., togotherapy ~ .~ . Christi·a n
Faith: An .Evaluation of Frankl's Existential .Approach !,2
Ps~chothera7:z (Grand Rapids., Michigan: Baker r3ook House,
19 1). p. 2 •
2V'iktor E.. Frankl, The Doctor and the Soul:. An Introduction ~ LogotherapR,. trans. Richard andC'lara w~nsto.n
\New York: Alfred A. nopf, 1960), p. xi.

3Viktor E. Frankl

"On Logot.herapy and Existential

Analysis,'' .American JourAal of. PsychoanalYs~s, 18:60~ 1?58;
and Vikto.r E. Frankl, .From Deatb-Camp to Ex~stent~al1sm. A
Ps!chiatrist's Path~~ New Thera,y, trans. Ilse Lasch
T13oston:. Beacon Press, 1959), p. 9 .
4Frankl, The Doctor and the Soul,. p. x;· Robert C..
Leslie, Je.s us and Logo-therapy: The Ministr¥' of Jesus .a s
Inter reted through fu Psychotfi'er'apy of V1ktor Frankl ..
·. . ..
Nashvill?., Tennes~e·e: Abin~don Press, 1965), PP· 47, 121-22,
and Tweed~e, QE.• ~·, p. 2l5.

9
values as possible ...5

Man i.s not required to ask the meaning

of his life because life will ask that of him, but every man
is responsible f'or discovering the life task that Will pro-

vide meaning for his life. 6

Although the meaning .o f life is

unique, individual, and specific, relationship with the
cOmmunity is not excluded.?

Since each life in every situa-

tion retains meaning to the last breath, the re is no reason

to doubt the meaning of even the most miserable life. 8

The

concern of logothera:py is not to give man meaning for his
e.r istence but

to

enable him

to

find his owri purpose for

living.9
Life can be giv:e n meaning by realizing what Fra.nkl
designates as "creative," "experiential," or "atti tudinal"

values .

Creative values may be :reali zed by achieving tasks.

5Viktor E .. Frankl, "The Spiritual Dimension in
Existential Analysis and Logotherapy,." Journa l o.f Individual
Psychology, 15:lbl, November 1959; and A. J. Ongersma, ·.~
Search for Meaning: A New Approach in Psychothe rapy and
Pastor.3.nsychology \Philadelphia: "The Westminster Press,
1961}, p. 22.

xxv,

6Frankl The Do-ctor and the Soul ,_ pp.
3 5 , 70, ,,
72· Viktor E .. Frankl, HTfie Conc·ept of flllan ~n Psychotherapy.,

Pa~toral Psychology, 6:20, November 195 5; and Frankl, From
Death-Camp to Existentialism, p. 77.

?Frankl~ The Doctor arid the Soul, p. 8.1.
gFrankl, From Death_-CamE. ·~ Existentialism, p. 8J.

9Frankl, ''The Spiritual. Dimen.sion in EXistential
Analysis and Logotherapy," p. 164.

10
Experiential values may be res,ched by experiencing the good,

the trtie, and t}1e beaut:iful, or by experiencing love.
Attitudinal values may be realized through the·manner in
which life is faced or experienced.10
Frankl does not accept the idea that meaning in life
de_pends upon the ability to experience happiness, pleasure,.
or self-actualization, because these are by-products of a
realization o£ other values.

The more man directs himself

tol'll'ard such goals, the more he will miss them .11

is

inc~pable

Pleasure

of giving meaning to man's life, and the lack

of pleasure in life does no·t detract from meaning.12

To

Frankl, "The pleasure principle is a mere construct of

psychoanalysis, a psychological invention, but not a
phenomenological fact .• tt1.3

I
j

J

I

I
I

I

He also feels that pleasure can-

not be considered the goal of man's aspirations, but the
consequences of attaining a goal. 1 4 Although selfactualization is important to man, self-transcendence is
a more significant means through which man experiences
meaning.

tr/hat is demanded of man is not primarily

lOrrankl, The Doctor~ the Soul, pp. xxi, 35; and
Ungersma, 2.E.• cit., pp. 28 ff.
llFran,kl, "The Spiritual Dimension in ~xis~e~tial
Anaylsis and·Logotherapy," pp .. _l60-61; and Ed~th ~1e1s~kopf-"
Joelson "Some Comments on a V~ennese School of Psychl.atry,
The Jou;nal of Abnormal and Social Psychology_, 51:703, 1955.

---

'

--

12Frank1, The Doctor and the Soul, p. 123.
l3Ibid., p. 128.

14-Jbid., pp. 40-41.

11

fulfillment and re~l"ization of' himself' but the actualization
of specific tasks in his world.15
.-

Only when man .finds

concrete and personal meaning to his existence does he
actualize himself', since actualization of st:llf occt1rs "as
an e.f.fect but not through intention. nl6

Frankl recognizes that mants ability to reproduce
and to ·work can be part of discovering meaning in life, but
the inability to reproduce or to work should not ro·b lii'e
of all meaning.

I.f the only meaning in life is to perpetuate

the next generation, ameaningless task is passed on to the

next generation, and that which is meaningless does not
acquire significance by being immortalizect.17

If the indi-

vidualts life does not have meaning, the reproduction of
self may be one of the most meaningless tasks o:f lif'e.l8
Arneaningf'ul life generally includes an occupation
which is considered a calling, a.
tion may be neurotically misused.

true

vocation, but a voca-

Work may be viewed as a

means to the end of meaningful living but not as the essence
of existence.

I

The dignity of man forbids that man use

1$Frankl, From Death-Camp to Existentialism~ p. 100.
16:frankl, "The Spiritual Dimension in Existential
Analysis arid Logotherapy," pp. 160-61.
1 7Frank1, The Dbctor and the Soul, pp. 76-77.
lSibid'!; and Urtgersma, QE.• cit., P· 105.

12

himself as a means, becoming a mere instrument in the process
o:f labor- and being degraded to a means of' production.

capacity to work is
i

~ot

capable of' working but

The

all of' life, since a person may be

may lead a meaningless life, while

another may be incapable of WO:r:'king but able to give l'li,s
life meaning.l9
According to Frankl, man lives in three dimensions:
the somatic, the mental; and the spiritual.

The spiritual-

ity o..f man is a key to his understanding and to his being
understood,, and i .s act.ually what;. _makes a human being human.
Responsibility and .freedom comprise the spiritual d_om:ain .of'

man.20
I

I
J

I
!

I

'l'he spirituality of

m~n

ia a thing-in-itself. It cannot
J'iot spiritual; i t i 's irreducible-. It may be c9nditione<i by- something without being
caused by it. Normal bodily .functio-n s affect the
1_1n.foldin& of t~e spiritual life, but th~y do not cause
~e

explained by

~t

or

soln¢~hing

produce ~t.2l

Frankl's basic philosophy is characterized by his
emphasis upon the freedom and responsibility- ofman.

In

.stating his reactions to various types of determinism·, h~
d:i._scusses at length the effects o:f various childhood

e4:periences upon an individual.

19Frankl, The Doctor and the Soul, p. 144; and
Tweedie, -Op .. cit.~ p. 39.
20Frankl, The Doctor and the Soul, pp. ix, xvii.
2 1Ibid., p. _x V'iii.

13
Frankl acc:epts the idea that childhood experiences
can greatly inflUence a_d ul t behavior; however, Freud's
deterministic views are rejected by Frankl since he feels
that certa:tn factors may cause neuroses during early child-

hood, but different conditions might aggravate or ameliorate
the- neuroses during -adulthood.22

Genetic determinism is

disclaimed by F.'rankl because he :feels that man is more than
i
I

I

!
I

I
i

I
i
j
.1

j

I

what he inherits and is n.ot completely detennined by his
origins. 23 Aithough Frankl acknmdedges the exist-ence of
the unconscious,. he says man is more than a puppet of his
o\tm unconscious mind; thus, psychic determinism is also
unacceptable to Frankl.

Everywhere and always man is buried

in his environment; however, he is more than the production

of his family or environment.

A faulty upbringing exoner-

ates nobody and is to be surmounted by conscious effort. 2 4
Neurotic fat~ilists, impressed by th e ideas of individual
psychology (which they .misunderstand. arid misuse}' ar.e
prone to blame childhood educational and environmer;t.a l
in.f"luences for "making" them what they are a nd hav~.ng
detennined their destinies. These persons are attempting to excus-e their .weaknesses of character. "They

accept these weaknesses a$ givenfacts, instead of seeing that having had such unfortunate early influences
.
22Frank~, From Death -CamfJ ~o Existentia lism, p • ~09;
Twe edie, 22..· .£.!..!:., p. 121; and ~eJ.sskop.f.-Joelson, ~· c1t.,
p. 701.
23Frankl, ~Doctor and

.i ll.

Soul, pp. 84, 95.

24Ibid., pp. 100, 106; and Frankl, From Death-Cam:e
to Existe:ntiali5m, pp. 108-11.

14
only makes it more incumbent upon them to practice
self-restraint and seek to school themselves differ ..
~ntl¥·
A patient who was placed in a neurological
1nst1tute a.fter an attempted suicide answered the
remonstrances of his psychotherapist: "What can I do
about it? I'm just a typical Adlerian . ronly child. '"
The whole point is that one must free oneself from the
lower traits of the type within onese-lf. Lqgica,lly,
the ethics of individual psychology ough-t to require
that each person free himself from the typical faults
and characterological weaknesses that st.ill infect him
as the result of his rearing·--free himself so completely

that he will no longer bear the marks of having been an
»only childu or whatever his ·particular situation was.
Neurotic fatalism is only another disguised form of
escape from responsibility: the neurotic fatalist is
betraying hisuniqueness and singularity when he seeks
refuge in typicality and courts the unalterable destiny
of belonging to a t.ype. 25

A person's personality is determined by his community
in two ways..

First, his personality is conditioned. by his

social setting, and second, he is directed toward the goals

and values o.f his culture.

However, sociological laws never

completely determine the individual, since he has .freedom
of will.

All face·ts of his environment must pass through

his zone of individual .freedom and will leave marks upon his
behavior, bu.t these do not completely· determine him.

What

he is depends upon his responses to his background and upon
his attitudes toward his daily surro-undings. 2 6 I4.an is by no _,.,.
means a mere product of heredity and environment.
a'bility to decide is a third element.

The

Man does have freedom.

25Frankl,_ The Doctor_and the Soul, pp. 9S-99.
26
.·
. 6:
Ibid.

y

p. 10 .

15
Free_dcm means freedom in th·e face

of

three things-:

(1) the .instincts; (2) inherited disposition; and

(3) environment. Certainly man has instincts, but
these instincts do not hav.e ·hitn. We have 1l6thing
a~ainst instincts, n<:>r agc;tinst man's ace ept.:i pg th ern.
Bu,t we hold that s1,1ch (iC<:eptance must also presuppose
tile possibility of: rejection. In other words, there
in:t1st have be~n freedom of decision. '{!e are conc:erned
~bov7 all ~th man's freedom to accept or reject hi s

1:n.st1ncts. 7

.

li' man is said to be an automation of reflexes, a
mind-machine; a bundle of instincts; or a pa1-m of drives
and reactions; futilit-y of life and nihilism are advocated.
J

1-!odern man is too prone to futility and nihili~ to be

}

continuously offered such a diet.2B

:

Since man is· responsible to his conscience, his
ft~e<:Iom

is not divorced from .. responsibility.

Frankl

belieye s that man canno't be responsible to himself aTone,

i

when behind his conscience stands an extra-h\lJnah autho.r :i ty

i

to whom he is also responsible.

j

Frankl rejects the Freudian

j

concept that the ego is derived .from the id and the super-

II

ego, the conscience, from the id plus the ego.

To. Frankl,

2

man's conscience is ".:m irreducible thing-in-itself. n 9

How Frankl's ideas. about logotherapy influence his

concept of love can best be discovered when the related
subjects of man's search for m-e aning, the spirituality of

27rbid., p. xviii .

2S Ib~d.,
·
PP• xix, xxi.

29Ibid., pp. xix-xxi, 179; and Tweedie, ~ cit.,

p. 33.

16
man, the responsibility of man, and the religion of man are
examined.

Therefore, in each of the next few parag-raphs,

.e fforts to consider those influences are made.

In what way does Frankl's idea that man's chief quest
is for meaning influence his c.o ncept of love?

.L ove may be

given or received because loving and being loved are mean ....
ing.ful.

Love is an existential experience which provides

li.fe with meaning.

A person who is giving and receiving

love is better able to endure and to find meaning in his
;

suffering.

able

An individual may be completely helpless and

only to be cared fot-

me~n:i,ngless

and useless?

.w ould say J "No. n
I

I

I

!

He is

by

s.omeone else, but is his li.fe

ShoUld he be eliminated?
loved~

Frankl

therefore, the meaningfulness

of his existence is found irt a pa:ssi ve lflay, since he causes·

others to develop their ability to love-.
experie nce meaning in his suffering, but

N'ot only may he

otljers may

personal meaning in their lov·ing. .and caring for him.

dis-~over

Their

li ve.s may e·xperience new a:nd deeper meaning because .o f the ir

lov.e for bim.

Love o:f another can enable one to function.,

live, a-nd find meaning in life

wh~n

there seems to b-e no

other reason for living.
Changing patterns of living are difficult for

individuals, especially wh-en such alterations of behavior
involve more than one person.
~o

Because the first impulse

change often comes by first being loved, love may play

17
a vi tal role in the modulation of conduct.

In an atmo:sphere

of loving acceptanc·e , barriers to change are 1-owered.JO
Leading psychiatrists, psychologists, pastoral

counselors, and £amily life educators believe that meaninglessness is prevalent in the ·modern world and esp·ecially in
America.J1

Why

is meaninglessness so common today, and what

are some .o f the po.ssible results of a meaningless existence?
Scientific and technological advances which le.ssen or almost
obliterate the value of the spirituality of man may produce
what Frankl labels "exi.s tential vacuum" or me.aninglessnes.s.J2
;c
i
I

A decline of religious values and

th~

a.ccessibilityof

materialistic rewards may yield a purposeless existence.
I

i

i;
I

!

JOteslie, QJ2;· cit., p. 43.
:31 Gordon W. Allpqrt, Pat·tern and Growth in Personality
(New York: Holt, Rinebart and Uin.s ton, Inc., 19bl); Karen
Horney, The Neurotic Personality of our Time (New York: t·J. W.
Norton and Co.~ Inc., 193?); ReueD. Howe, The I·~iracle of
Dialogue .( Greenwich, Connecticut: The Seaburry Press, 190));
James A., Knight, A Psychiatri st Looks at .Religion and Health
(Nashville, Tennessee: Abingdon Press,L964); Ear1A: Loomi.s ,
~r., The Self iri Pilgrimage (N~ew York: Harper and ~rother~,
1960);--tVayne E. Oates, Protestant Pastoral Q_ounsel~ng (Ph~la
delphia: 1'he Westminster Press; 195"2); Charles William
Stewart, ~ I:1inister i!2,1~1farria.fe Counselor (Nashvil~e,
Te nnessee: Ab1.ngdon f>ress, 1961· Or;Lo Strunk_, Jr., hature
·neligion: A PsycholoTical Studz f~ashville, Tennessee: .
Abingdon Press, l9t)5 ; Paul Tourn1er., The Vlhole Person . .!!1 !!.
Broken World, trans:.. John and Helen Doberstein ~New Y()rk:
Ha rper and .Row, 1964); Elton Trueblood and Paul1.ne Trueblood,
The Recovery of Familz Life(New York: Harper and Brothers-,

1953) •
.3~Fr.:lnkl, "The SpiritualPimension in Existential

Analysis and Logotherapy," p. 162; and Frankl, 1fThe Concept
of' Man in Psychotherapy," p. 18.

1$

fvloving Americans may empty their lives of meaning by their
constant uprooting and their failure to establish significant relationships.

I'1eaninglessness encourages pessimism,

marital unhappiness, divorce, unfulfilled women, and creates
lusting, wandering destructive adolescents. 33

Loving and

being loved may bring meaning and purpose to life.

The

person who Will not accept the risk of giving and receiving
love may live and die in emptiness.

However, love and

marriage are not the panacea £or all ills-.
Frankl's theories are deeply rooted in his "spiritual"

concept of man.

What does ttspiritual" mean to Frankl?

uspiritual" may or may not mean the -same to Frankl as to
religionists.

To some religionists, this word is not limited

to that aspect of man which makes a man different from an
animal., or tha t dimension of man which includes man's
rational being, .freedom, responsibility, will, and ability
to make a decision and a commitment.

However, to Frankl,

''spirituaP' is confined to those dimensions of man.

Although,

to Frankl, this term refers to the essence of man, is there
the possibility that he may not regard the "spirituav• side

of man as a separate entity similar in nature to that of a
divine being?

Frankl fs vie-v1 is not to be confused with the

Greek .idea which splits man into a ''good spirittt and an

'·s

33wc;.llace Denton, What
Happenin~ to Q!rr. Families?
(Philadelphia: The 1-lestminster Pre.ss, l9~JT; PP• 122 ff.
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rtevil body," but rather his view is closely related to the
Judea-Christian affirmation of' tl1e unity o:f man.
·Frankl bases his concept of love upon the spirituality

of man.

Mature love is a spiritual experience and

relatiun~

ship between spiritual beings which is more than physical

)

attraction and psychic infatuation.

Love is respect for,

.,

appreciati.on of, and concern for the spiritual beinr; of the
beloved, and is, therefore, an eternal, uniqueJ and a
monogamous experience.

Some problems of love can be elimi-

nated when the spiritual (limension of the love-object is
recqgnized'.

M:arital cqnflicts wljich are the results o.r

devaluating a person can be eradicated, childhood confusion

about life can be viewed in a diff'erent perspective, and
sexual development can be enhanced by attitudes based on a
;

deep respect for the spiritual aspect o.f a person.

i

'i
j

I

Frankl holds that man is a decision-making heine•
Although a person is greatly influenced by his heredity,

environment, unconscious desires, and biolor;ical needs, he

is not entirely determined by these forces.

An individual

decides ho'\>t he will use or respond to such factors, and he

is responsible f'or his reactions.

Frankl takes for granted

that personal responsibility is self-evident.

Ho'\IJev~r, is

responsibility as self-evident as Frankl assunes?

Frankl

hqlds that man is morally responsible .for his actions, but
to ~1hom one is responsible needs to be clarified.

Perhaps

20

responsibility needs to be considered in a particular 1-my by
each person in his specific setting and life.
How does the idea that man is a responsible ·being
influence Frankl's vie,.,- of love?

If a person loves, is he

held accountable for that which he loves?

Can love exist

without the conscious consent of an individual?

A respon-

sible lover would not take advantage of his love-object but
would act· in a morally responsible way.

Frankl would not

regard love as being completely determined ·by biological,
physical, or environmental needs sinc:e a person bas the
ability and the responsibility to select proper love-objects
and to give lov·e.

Unlike Freud, who believed psychological maturity and
mature love could not coexist with religious· beliefs, Frankl
believes that psychological maturity and mature love may
include religion.

Frankl contencis

th~t

many psychologists

are giving serious personal consideration to the eternal
realities of religion and no longer regard religion as an
illusion.34
Carl G. Jung..

Franklts views of religion differ from that of
While Jung considered religion as instinctual

and collective, Frankl is quoted as saying, "Religion is
either existential or i t is nothing. td5

Frankl declares

34Jam-es H. Vander Veldt ~11d Robert F. Odenwald>
Psychiatrl emd Catholicism. (Nevl York: HcGraw-Hill Book
Company, nc., 1959), P• 179.
:35T\'/eed.ie, 2£· cit., p. 4$.
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that religion is not collective but personal.

His emphasis

upon the existential experience of religion is refreshing

to some religionists; however, serious questions should be
asked.

If· the experiencing of God is more important than

God's being, therapy appears to be substituted for religion.
Religion tends to become mere illusion i f God is regarded
as a p$ychological experience instead of" an ob,jective being.
~'lhat .happens

to a person if his feelings of God fail him and

he no longer experiences God?

Magda Arnold concludes that

if' Frankl is right, 'tGod as a psychological experience is a

shaky foundation. "36
Frankl believes the religious man's love i.s influenced
by his religious experiences.

The religious man feels some

type of relationship to G.odt and his responsibility to G·od,
theref'ore; h:is love, vocation, purpose and mea.ning in life
.are closely related to his concept of God..

He may seek tp

love in somewhat the identical manner as he perceives he is
loved of God.

He loves in a responsible way because he is

.responsible to God as well as to his lover.

Love and respect for the uniqueness of another are
important ingredients of maturity.

.Normal indications of a

mature love consist of positive feelings and actions toward

J6:Magda B. Ar11old and John A. Gas son ( eds. ) , The
Human Person: An Approach to an Integral Theory of Personality (Ne"t'l York: The Ronald Press Co. J 1954), p. 491.
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life; moreover, love; maturity,

-~nd

religion can exist

together.
Frankl's ideas about logotherapy have been introduced
Suggestions concerning the influence of

and summarized.

such

upon his concept of love have been offered.

id~as

questions

his viewpoints have been asked.

~bo:ut

Some

Upon this

:foundat-i on his concept of love now will be presented•

II.

NATURE OF LOVE

Frankl's concept of' love develops within his
erlst~ntial

philosophy-.

He considers love in the light of

existential meaning because he feels that man can act as

lover, experiencer of love, and e:l(:periencer in 1ove.37 Love
i$ l .i ving the experience Of another person in his UtiiqueJ;leSS

and singularity.

:E xperiencing and knowing one human being

in all his uniqueness or entering into direct relationship

with his personality means to love him.38
Love is neither a reply to the virtue. or excellence
of the lover n.or a reaction to a possession of t .h e lo.v er;

therefore, love is grace..

Gra:ce

:i,s the

unearned

reciprocation of the beloved.39

37Frarikl, The Dbctor arid .the ~, PP• 149, 151.
JSibid.,
rli, 149-5~·
:3 9Ibid., PP· 149-50.

pp.·

Frankl says tha,t "Love casts a spell upon the world,
envelops the world in add,ed tJorth.-'e40

nenchantment.. tt

Thus, iove is

Such encha.ntment provides the lover with

inner enrichment by enabling him to see valtl.eS which only
love:r s can se-e.4l
Th~

unique1tess and singularity which distinguish

each individual and give meaning to existence have a bearing
upon love. 42

'1/heo the attitude .of trll:e love exists, each

person's uniqueness and singularity

caus~

the ration.al soul

of the beloved to be irreplaceable and inexchangeable,
regardless of how similar or perfect the duplicate may be. 43
By nature of the participants., true love is both

necessarily monogamous and exclusive.44

The monogamous

attitude presupposes comprehension of the partner in all
h,is uniquenes s and singularity.

Because true love is

directed towa!'d what the other ":is" rather t .h an tm~ard w!)at
the other person "has," a monogamous attitude r .e sults.45

Comprehending the core and worth of an individual t s person-

ality g()~~ beyond all bodily and teQ1pera.tnental peculiarities,
p. 150.

4·1 Ibid.

- ·

421bid. , p. 149; and Tweedie, .QE.•
4JFrankl, The Doctor and . the

44Ibid.,

p~

15J; and Tweedie,

Soul,

2J2..

m .. ,

p. 137.

pp. 152, 154.
cit., p. 13S.

45Frankl' :T he Doctor and lli Soul' p. 165 ..
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since these are not unique. and singular and can be found in
other persons.

i
l
!

Fidelity is assured if the attitude of true

love represents the dire.c ting of th,e core of one person

tol"'ard the core of ano.t her

person~-

assurance of love's duration.~6

Out of love comes the

Real love constitutes the

decisive factor o:f a monog<;mtous relationship. 47
Love means a sense of inward union; the rnon 0 gamous
relationship, in the :fonn of' marriage, is the out.~rrard
ti~.
Being faith,ful means maintainine; this tie in .all
i t.s de:fini.ten~sts.
Th~ exclusiveness of the tie, how·~ver, makes i:t more imperative that a person form the
~'right" tie; not onl,ymust he be prepared to bind
himself', but also he mu,st know whom he is binding
himself . to.4$
Fidelity is one task o.f lov.e , a task only for the

lover, and. can never be a demand

direct~d

Presented as a demand, fidelity may

driv~e

at the beloved.

the partner into

an attitude of ·protest .from which, sooner or late.r , infidelity may result.

Distrust. leads to the lack of mutual

confidence so that, in the end, distrust may he proved
justified, but trust in another rn.a:kes for confidence.49

The

exclusiveness of true love demands a monogamous attitude and

call$ for trust and confidence in the beloved.

The culmina-

tion of sexual cievelopment, the goal o.f sex education, and

the ideal of' sexual ethics is the monogamous attitude.5°

4Qrbid. , PP. 164-65.

47Ibid., p. 1·6 6.

48Ibid.

4-9Ibid., p. 174.

50Ibid., p. 166.
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If love .finds deepest .meaning in the spiritual being,
i

i

l
I
I

the inner self, and beyond the physical person, whether or

not the beloved is present or alive ceases to be of
importance. 51

Love is more than an emotional condition; love is an
intentional act. What it intends is the essence of the
other person. This essence is ultimately independent ·
of existence; essentia is not contigent upon existentia.,
and insofar a$ it has this freedom, i.t is s~perior to
existentia. That is why love can outlast the death of
the beloved.; in that sense we can understand why love
is "stronger" than death. The existence of the b~loved
may be annihilated by death 1 but hi:s essence cannot be
touched by death. His unique being is, like all true
essences, something tiJnelesG and thus imperishable. 52

Frankl says that love

"can

heart until his own death."53

exist in the lover's

The experience of love is no

more disrupted by advancing age, physical de-terioration, or
death than by distance or time.

The essence of love is that

the lover is always near. 54

Frankl rules out the likelihood of anyone's setting
a definite time limit on love or intending a temporary state
of love.

Love may be offered at the risk of having the

object of love turn out to be unworthy of love.

I .f that

51Frankl, ~D-eath-Camp to Existentialism, P• 37 ..
52Fran1<1, The Doctor and the .Soul, p. 154 •

53rbid. , p ~ 156.
54Ibid. _, p. _154; Frankl, From Death-Cam_g to Existentialism, p. 37; and Tweedie, QE• cit., p. 1)$.
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happens love "diesn as soon as the worth of the beloved

i
i
l
I

ceases to be present in the lover's vfsion.55

In order for

love to exist., a sense of value must be ascrihecl to the
l()ve.-object..

The true lover does not conceive that his

feelings will ever change.56
III.

If'.'IPORTANCE OF LOVE

The e.ltperience of love is one of t "he most significant

existential events which enables one to see values.57

One

may actively validate hims·e lf through creative tasks, and he

may also do so passively through being 1oved.58

The act of

loving another gives dignity to the lover and to the one

l<)ved.

Frankl believes:

In the mutual surrender of love, in the

g~v~ng an<i
taking between two people, each one's own personality
comes into its own. The love impulse breaks through
to that layer o'f' being in which every individual hum-an
being no longer repre.s ents a "type.," but himself alone,
not COl]lparable, not replaceal?le, .(:\rid possessing all
the digid:ty of his uniqueness;. T}lis dignity is the
dignity of those angels of .whom som~ scholas~ics maintained that they do not represent a kind; rather,
there is only one of each kind.59

Love enriches the love.r and the- beloved.

Frankl says:

r:le :remember this: that, infatuation makes us blind, real
se·e. Love permits us to see the

love enables us to

55Frankl, The Doctor and the Soul, p. 154.

5-6rbid.; a~d Tweedie, op. cit., p. 138.

57Frankl, The Doctor and the ~oul, P• 150.
58Ibid., p~ 149.

59Ibid., pp. 163-64~
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spiritual core of the other person,. the reality of the
other's essential nature and his potential worth. Love
allows us to experien-ce anoth-er's personality as a world
in itself, and so extends our own t.·orld. Uhile it t ·hus
enriches and ''requites" us, it also does the other
person good in leading him to those potential values
which can be -seen and anticipated only in love. Love
helps the beloved to become as the lover sees him. For
the loved one wants to be worthier of the lover. a
worthier recipient o.r such love, by growing ·to be mor.e
like the lover• s image and so he becomes more and more
the image o:f "what God conceived a.nd wanted him to be."
. . . . In mutual love, in, which each wishes to be worthy
of the other, to become like the other's vision of him,
a kind of dialectical process takes place in which each
outbids the other and so elevates the other.• 60

Gratification of the sexual instinct affords pleasure;
infatuation gives Joy; but love brings happiness.61

Even an

unhappy experience of love enriches and gives a deeper sense
of life while fostering inner growth and maturity.62

Man

may achieve fulfillment through loving contemplation of the
image be carries of his beloved.63

"The salvation of man is through love and in love,n

declare~ Frankl. 64 One who is conscious- of the responsibility he has toward a human being who lovingly \'lai ts for
him will never be able to wastehis life.

He realizes the

"why" for his existence and will be able to bear almost

60Ibid.,
pp. 169-70 •
..,...___

6libid., p .. 170.

62 Il:)id. ' p. 171-.
63Frankl, From Death-Camp to Existentialism, pp. 36-37.
64
.;
· Ib1d., p. 36.

2$

any "how. ,,65

Although Frankl believ.e s that l .o ve is one of

the highest values or goals to which one can aspire, he does

not hold that meaning in life depends upon experiencing
happines·s in love .66

Frankl speaks frequently of the value of love in
marriage.

To }lim,. love is an ultimate conuni tment of

-s~lf

to a human relationship and marriage is an O'-ltward tie of
such an inward union.

In marriage, one is to ofTer his whole

beiilg to the other person.67
Marriage involves a tn.rmber of independent areas of

exis.tence and thus transcends the psychological £ield.6S

Vitai instinctual

satisfaction and biological procreat~on

are only two aspects of marriage and are not the most

essential.

Even more necessary and satisfying are the

psychic moment of joyful l.ove and the Spiritual moment of

f'ellowship.69
The unmarried person who despairs o:Vel:' being .single
has tran$formed something secondary into something primary
65rbid., p • .103; and T~reedie, o:B. cit .. , p. SO.
66Frank1, From Death-Camp to Existentialism, .p • .36;
Frankl The Doctor and the Soul, p. 159; and Ungersma, 2E.·
'·
- ·- - -·.
cit., p.
101•

67Frankl, The Doctor and the Soul, p.. 166.

68Ibid., P~ 197.
69rbi.d. , pp. 18-79; and Tweedie,

.QR·

cit. , P • 135.
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and has made the relative value of marriage into an absolute
l.-1arriage may be an irn:Porte1nt part of' finding meaning

value..

in life, but meaning can be discovered without marriage.70
Love alone is no't a positive indication for marripge
although the feeling of love may be very

int~nse.

Love is

a pe:t-sonal relationship, but marriage is more than a priyate
affai:I". ?l

On~ who marries does not break all ties with his

family or ass6ci<;ltes.

He brings '\'lith him his prev.ious bonds

of human attachments which. may

h~v~ b~~:h

neg!ected during

courtship but will not be shunned af'ter marriage.

The complex

structure of marriage includes the ins.tittl.ti<:rrializatioh of
soci~l

life legalized by the state and sanctioned by the

church.

Marriage rea.c hes deep into the societal realm, and

certain societal conditions should be met before a marriage
is sealed.

There are som:e eugenic or biological condi.t ions

which can make marriage inadvisable but will not disqualify

the love.

Th~.

parties in this type of marriage should view

t .heir marriage as a spiritual partnership and accept their
inability to ha:v-e children or the a:dvisab:ility of not having

them.7 2
Tr.o uble car} d¢velop if two people marry with the
romantic expectation :that mal"'r iage is an automatic guarantee

?OFrankl, The Doctor and the Soul, p.. 165 •
7llbid.

72rbid., pp.. 165-66.
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of happiness.

r-1arriage is not designed with happiness as a

primary consideration.

The happiness and duration of

marriage are guaranteed only by attainment of the ideal aim
of normal development. 7.3
selves t .o

me~ting

Good marriage partners give them ...

the nee(fs of each other..

The successful

synthesis oi' sexuality and eroticism are necess·a ry if the

maturity for a monogamous relationship is to be developed •.
Harmony in .m arriage d,epends upon concurrence in most aspects
of lif'e.?4
To l''rankl the importance of love does not overshadow

I

the possibility that loving or. being in love can produ.ce
problems~

The inner enrichment which a person experiences

in love may be accompanied by tensions. 75

An individual

may deceive hirtrself by thit>;king that love has made him s e e,

6

when, in fact, he has b,een blindeq by infatuation. 7

The person who is unattrac~ive may overestimate the
value of

a. love life..

The less joy n,e has iP :hi $ love life,

the more he exaggerates the importance o£ a love life.77
Frankl believes tha:t most problems in love are based

upon false "erotic materialism," which is the regarding of

73r.bid., .P• 198; and Ungersma, ~-cit.., p .. 71.
74Frankl, :The Doctor and the. Soul, p. 198.

75!..Q.i.Q..., ·p. 171..

?7rbid., p. 159.

76Ibid., p. 164.
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the superficial or physical phases of love as t!'l.-: r.1ost

· t• 78
1mportan

Emphasis upon appearance lead s to oVE.'rf'~t.1-

mating the value of "beauty" in the ~rot· l.':c ll' fe.

ACC ('r, t l

. nr,

•

externals implies a devaluation of ·the one who dclivf'r!.: t:l~ e
judgment and the person being judf'_;ed , since too much val'.ll~

placed upon the physical leads to imperson~li ty.

ThP ...m~~an

who offers mere beauty and the man lookint: for bc:tut :,•

.'l

l<Yr.~

She i ·~ a \·10~:1:1n

need only to have impersonal relationships.

he can nhave" without ariy obligations, vti thout any pr>r:;on al

S~ r

relationship, and without feeling any need to lovt• hl"r.
has become prope:rty, void of personal trait5 or
value.

No question of .faithfulness is asked if

offers her beauty.
becomes

fe~sible

Infidelity in such erotic

and necessary.

r~r ::;onal
sh r>

only

rel~t.ion::;hif!>

Where the quality of h c,. prl-

nes·s in love is lackiqg, the lack must be

co~pensate1

by

·
f
1 1
ur·e
The less J"oy. she rec~iv~s
quant1.ty o sexua p eas .· ·
70
a relationship, the more gratification she must r:et • "

fro~

Frankl says of her:
Sh .
t t
be "taken''--but she does not .:an t t,o. b<;

e wan s o .
to be taken for what she re allY . 1-S· ~.
taken seriously' 11 her uniaueness and singul~r-i t.y • .. ;;;,r.e
human
·.
. b. er
. 0·. ..r a . se··
.;, ~ ~"'n~
. . perso
.. n in
k .a as
a mem
. ....
·"" tn ~re
_ · fore
;. ·
wants to be ta
with all its unspecl.fl.C ct:;"jr·.:.~ver•
~he p\ltS her bo . Y' She wants to be 1mpersona1 ':n~ t o
1n the forefront·
.
h poens to b-e tl~e fa sh1cr.,
r-epresent whatever type a. ~
· ·
·

dn .

7!lrbid.' P· 15!l; and Tweedie,
-

·

d

h.

s

~·

79Frarikl' !he poe tor ~n- t e . o

ul

cit.' P· 1}0 .

no . 15e-6J.

., . .

\

\
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happens to be going well in the market place of erotic
vanit~es.
As slavishly as possible, she will attempt
to imJ.ta~e tha.t. _popplar type, and in so doing she l!'J.USt
necessar1ly be unfa~'thful to herself, to her Self~80
Of her own free will, she presents herself to the man as the

ty·pe he prefers, for she does not give herself or lovingly
surrender her "self.,,.

The man who chooses her s-elects her

as a "type" rather than as a person.

A person's physical

appearance and traits have comparatively little to do with
being truly loved, but acquire their erotic significance
from being loved. gl
Frankl has some suggestions to offer unhappy lovers.

In the life of the average person, there will be nine unhappy
love affairs to a: single happy one.

No one is to put

obstacles in the path o:f love by using unhappiness as a

pretext for shu'tting out happiness, but is to wait for his
one love. S2

M:oreover, there can be no such thing as unre-

quited love or unhappy love, because one who really loves
is enriched

wheth~r

or not his love is returned, or else he

has not. r-eally lov.ed.

When the other person's inner being

is not the object of love, something physical or psychical
is sought.

In such a situation feelings may well be unre-

quited., but such an unrequited lover cannot be called a trt1e

lover~$3

80Ibid. , pp. 162-63 .

Blrbid., pp. 158, 162.

g2

S3rb·d
.
p. 169.
. __L.'

Ibid. , P• 172.
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Frankl would question whether lov-e is ever a loss,
since th·e passive value of love has positive effe.c ts upon

an individual.

Any per-son or event that causes a dis·p lay

of affection, a commitment of self, or the development of
values is not in vain.

.Furthennore, to live with failure

is a characteristic of the mature person.
The _problem of jealousy in love is discussed by

Frankl.

According to Frankl, the jealous person does not

treat the love-object as a person but degrades him to the
level of possession.

The roots of jealousy are an aspect

of erotic materialiSm

~n~

a~

<tn .attitude toward the love-object

a piece or property si.n ce the lpver wants the beloyed

for himself.

L.ove presuppos-es the mutual .apprec:ia~i,on of

the .uniqueness and singularity of the partners where .t he
beloved cannot be compared to any other person, nor can he
be replaced, and where there is no room for jea·l ousy.
Whereas, the jeal-ous love.r assuriles the possi hili ty of being
replaced by another.84. Jealousy on the part of the lover
ip foolish in every case since jealousy either comes toq

soon or too lat;.e..

Jealousy has no place where a person is

not loved in such a manner tha.t he is incomparable.

case,

je~lousy is too

soon, .for the relationship has not

reached the le.v el of love.

84r·b·d
l. ...

,

In this

pp. 172-73.

Jealousy is unjusti fied wh e n
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love exists, because the partner is committed to .faithfulness.

If' the partner is actually un.faithful, jealousy is pointless
because the exclusive partnership .no longer cx.ists.B5
Jealousy can produce that which is feared, the withdrawal of
love.

The jealous person doubts his ability to hold his

lover and actually can lose his belov-ed sincet through hi-s
jealousy, h.e can drive his partner into infidelity.
concludes that jealousy is never justified

and

Frankl

is always

dangerous.B6
IV.

DEVELOP:MENT OF LOVE

Man as lover, as e:x:j)erJencer of lovet as experiencer
in love, and as an experiencer of another's self can react

differently to the multi-layered structure of another person.
As there are three layers of the human person, so are there
three possible attitudes toward a person.8? ·The sexual attitude) which i.s the first and most primitive attitude, is

concerned with the outermost layer o:f a person.

The bodily

appearance of the person is sexually arousingJ and this
arousal stirs the sex drive in the sexually-disposed person.
Frankl calls the second att.itude of love "erotic."

For the

sake of analysis_, he makes a sharp distinction between

85r·b·ct·
.
1. .•

,

pp. 173--74.

87i:bict .. , PP· 150•52.

86rbtd., P· 174.
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eroticism and sexuality.

The erotically ... disposed person is

not merely seXlJ.al.l:Y excited, since eroticism penetrates the

psychic structure of' the other person.

Such an attitude

toward the partner is described by Frankl as ''infatuation."

The physical traits of the partner may cause sexual arousal,
but eroticism is infatuation due to psychic characteristics .

'l'he core of' another person is not penetrat~d by sexuality or
ih.fatuation, but this is done by the third possible attitude,

love.

Because love is relationship with another as a

spiritual being, the lover is more than aroused in his own
physical being or stirred in his emotionality.

Frankl

contends that the lover is moved by the beloved's "rational

soul," which embraces both the physical and psychic dimension of' the other person.

The highest form of'humanpartner-

ship includes communication in the realm of the human spirit.
If a per:sori stops at sexuality or eroticism, he will be
destined for frustration, since sexuality or eroticism,

exclusively, will not please the spirit.

Neither sexuality

nor eroticism is full-grown or stable, but mature love is·
commitment to the real center of personality and is,
therefore, .satisfying. 88

Because of Frankl·• s hope that sex will be an
expression of love, a composite of' his views of a person's

88rb.·d
-i·t. , P • 137
. 1. .. ·, an.·d Twee ct··J.e, .2E!,. g__.
.. · •
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sexual development and his concepts of types of sexual
disturbances is now presented.

Frankl does not concern

himself with infantile sexuality which psychoanalysts have
placed in the foreground.

He declares the whole concept to

he highly problematical, doubts that infantile sexuality can
l

he classified with sexuality proper, and contends that

J

j

I

psychosexual maturity begins in puberty.$9

He believes that

when sexuality invades the adolescent personality there is

J

nothing intrinsically psychological.

f

sexuality in the adolescent ought to be termed a psychic

Also, he feels that

reflex reaction to a somatic event, merely a psychic consequence of an endocrine upheaval, or the· psychic expression
of' glandular tensions.

He says that physiologically-

determined .sexuality is originally amorphous, is not yet

integrated,. and has ,not yet been shaped

by the personality.

ln psychosexual maturity, sexuality is organized and
assimilated into the life of the individual. 90
At first, the adolescent's sexual awareness is not
personal but is

an

urge without direction.

As this aimless

urge becomes more and more directed during the course of
maturing, sexuality comes closer and closer to the ego and
more and more tlithin the .field or force generated by
B9Frank1, The Doctor attd the Soul, pp. 178, lBJ-84,

194-99.
9°Ibid. , pp. 185-$6.
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personal or psychic tendencies.

The next step in discharging

sexual tension is relationship with anyone of the opposite
sex; thus, the aimless urge becomes the real sex instinct
directed at an instinctual aim.

Later, the sexual instinct

is aimed toward a definite person; therefore, the aimless
sexual impulse becomes aim-directed, and then the aim1

i
!

l

directed drive becomes person-directed.

Sexual urge, sexual

instinct, and sexual tendency mark the phases of psychosexual maturity with 'each phase being characterized by
increased intentionality.

During the course of an indivi-

dualtsmaturation, sexuality grows increasingly expressive
of the personality.91
The immanent erotic tendency, then, is.what impels
sexuality to move from the merely physical urge via the
psychological impulse to the spiritual drive which
emanates from the self and is directed towar d the self
of another. In the normal or ideal course of psy·chosexual maturation there is a gradual conversion of
sexual desire into the erotic tendency, until at last
sex merges l'Iitb eroticism and there is a congruen<;y
of the contents of the erotic tendency with the
sexual desires.92
N"ormal psychosexual maturing is open to various kinds of
confusion and maladjustment.
Frankl indicates there are three possible kinds of
disturbances in an individual's psychosexual development.
The presence of' each disturbance indicates a different
type of sexually neurotic pe·rson. 93

93Ibid., p. 189.

3$
The resentment type of disturbance is manifest when,
after an experience of d.i sappointment in love, one plunges
I

I

l
j

into sexual pleasure, into sexual intoxication.

Quantity .of

sexual. pleasure and il}stinctual gratification takes the
place of quality and the deeper fulfi·l lment in the love
lif'e.94

The second type of psychosexual neurottc is the
resignation type:.

He feels there is no possibili ty of

havinga real love relationshiP. since he does not expect
to ins:pire love or to express love.

or relationship is never achieved.

A truly erotic atti.tude
This type of" lover does

not. bel'ieve in the l'o.ssibility of love for himself or the

pqssibiTJ,:ty of love at all because he contends that no love
exists outside of his personal experienc~.95
The inactive sextia1 neurotic does not achieve any

kind of partnership and is neither erotically nor
active .b ut remains in isolation..

s~xually

His sexuality may be

expressed in an undirected manner s:uch as

mastu:rbation~96

Unsatisfactory sexual adjustment iri marriage can
indicate the presence .of a type of sexual distu:r~arice or

of erotic materialism.

Generally, physically mature lovers

will be impelled toward a physical relationship;' how~ver,

94rb:ict. , PP· 1a9~9o.•
96:i:bid.' pp·. 191-92.
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sex is not their primary objective.

The physical .o r sexual

relationship is an avenue o.f expression for the spiritual

o:f love, the sex act is given human dignity when sex is

I

con,sidered an: expression of spiritual intentions and a

II
I

I

psycho-spirj_:t.ual union.

Real lovers do not need the body

for arousal or fulfillment, although they use the body for

both.9?

Sexuality should be allowed to mature tranquilly

and. to proceed toward a healthy and meaningful eroticism

consi.s telit With human dignity.

of a love relationship.

!

As a mode of the expression

I..
I

I

relationship o£ true lovers.

Sex is to be an expression

The. mature person will desire and

consider s .e xual relationships only when he loves .9S

Frankl seeks to a:v9id the dualism which sug.g ests that
the body of man is evil and that the sexual asp-ect of
marriage is bad.

He does point put that the enjoyment of

sexuality in marriage may be- hinder~d by previot;~s unpleasant

SE:JXUal experiences or by Vi€wi:ng. sex as an errd in itself.
The compulsive feeling for sexual relationships or the

concentrating upon the sex act instead of upon the partner
interferes with a satisfactory sexual adjustment.
cases

a

man can become impotent if

he

In some

:feels compelled to

experience orgasm, if he considers this the highest peak o£

97Ibid., pp. 157-58, 178, 195.

r:

;;
!!
l ;·

98Ibid., p. 188.

~} ·
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emotional pleasure.

A woman obsessed vlith the thought of

reaching an orgasm is less likely to do so.

Frankl tells

of a woman who was hindered in ner enjoyment of her sex life

because of earlier sexual abuse and her expectations o.f

difficulty.

During sexual intercourse 1 she did not direct

her attention toward her partner but thought only of her
need to reach her goal of pleasurable feelings in orgasm
and to prov·e her femininity through experiencing orgasm.

Frankl is convinced that when the pleasure of the seX: act

is the object of attention as

w~ll

as o.f intention, orgasm

is frustrated.99

In summary, Frankl's existential philosophy provides
h;im. with the basic tools that he
meaning of love.

us~s

in presenting his

He ins;ists that love must include an

appreciation of one personts unique inner being or spirit
I

j
j

by another person.

Love is m·ore than the desiring of the

J

physical qualities of another or respecting and ~dml.ring

j

his psychic attributes.

l

I

99Ibid., pp. 178-85; Yiktqr ·E. Frankl, nPleasure
Principle and Sexual Neurosis," International Journal of
Sexoloey_, 5:1-2, 1952; and Leslie, 2:.2.• cit., P· 67.
iI

CHAPTER III

KARL A. MENNlNGER•S· CQHOEP'r" OF LOVE
I.

CHOICE OF KARL A. r·.mmni-!GER

The investigator chose to study t.he writings of

Karl A. Nenninger because Menninger is an American psycho-

ana lyst who is favorable to r eligion and to the developmentof a healthy religious philosophy of life.

He is a

Protestant Christian, an elder in the Presbyterian Church,
and the teacher of a Bible

cla~s

for

?~'ienninger

llospi tal

patients in Topeka, Kansas.
As an autho·r he is regarded as one v1ho possesses
supe rb literary gifts. 1

He has long been a leader i n

psychiatry and. ha.s c<:mtribute d to the developm.e nt of American
psychiatry as much as has any living American.

Steven

~·t.

Spencer believes that
1.

:..

Do<;:~or~ :Karl arid (the l.ate) Will I•Ienninger are to
pres ent-day psyc})iatry what the late Doctors Charley
and Will Hayo we re to medicine as a 'L'rhole--fp,r-r£qigi ng·
f·Iidwesterners whose names . .are almost a.s well kno~m to
the public as to t he profession •. As writerst teacherst
speakers and practicing psychiatrists t hey have .done
'.thtl.Ch ·t o create a better und erstandir..g of what psychiatry
c'an offer to the emotionally disturbed inhabitants o.f

an unstable glo.be . 2

1seward Hil tner; "Karl Menninger as Author," Pastoral .
Psychology, 14~5; December 1963.
J

I
l

2steven 1~1. Spencer, '"Th.e IJienn,ingers of Kansas,"
Pa rt I~· The .Saturday Evening Post, April 7, 1962 , p . 17.

!

i

i :

'
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Born in Topeka, Kansas, in l$9J, J-.:enninger studied
at t·Jashburn College, the University of Indiana, .and. the
University of

\~Tisconsin.

He also studied, and later taught,

at the Harvard J1edical School and the Boston Psychopathic

Menninger left Boston to go to Topeka where he,

Hospital.

his fatbe.r, his brother, and others orc:anized the Henninger
Clinic.

They later £ounded the f:lenningcr Foundation for

psychiatric education and research.

He has been

~

Councillor

of the American Psychiatric Association, President of the
American Psychoanalytic Association,. and a

me~ber·

of many

other organizations.
In his fight against mental illness, he has been. more

concerned With alleviating an illness rather than trying to

name

f'ind a

for the disorder.3

Hiltner says:

Above all, it i$ Karl Menninger's conviction that we
humans are complex, that organization-m.an directives
deflect us from o11r true humanity, that we can escape
from neither tension nor the threat of our ovm agressi veness but must ta1le t .he$e irrtpulses by something that
transcends them, and that there is an outside chance
that we_ may pull this off, vlith help that cooes from
knmvledge, \-lisdom, experience, insight> and commitment
to responsibility--all of which rn_ay come, whether so
advertised or not, from God.4
~llenninger feel-s that the theoretical importance of

a stable f'a.7Jlily li-f e, fidelity in marriage, kindness to a

3Karl A. I·Ien:ninger 7. Martin Mayman, and. Pa~l W.
:pruyser, The Vital Balance: The Lif~ ~rocess :tn ~1ental
Health and Illne.ss {.Nel'r York: The VJ.kl.ng Press, 1963}, p. 2.
,· · -

4Hiltner, gn. ~·, P· 9.
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child, and such pleasant experience-s are beyond questioriing •. 5

Childhood experiences greatly influence the development of
H·e agrees with F.r eud that a person t s ins tincpersonal. l··t
. · y. 6
tual lif'e d evelops through various stages of interest and
with the aid of' various organs of pleasure.

The cycle of

development is completed during child-h ood but is repeated
~he

during

next f -ew years of life.

The· events which occur

during childhood will greatly iJ1fluence the type of person

one will become.

Mental health. qr

childhood and family experiences.!

illn~ss

begin9 with

Fixations, regressions,

complexes, .fantasies, compulsions, and obs.e ssions of all
types can have their roots in childhood. 8

Techniques of

g.e tting what is d esired from the envi ronment are learned

in childhood and continue to d.e velop along with a person's
mind and body.9

Experi ences of love, reactions to love,

the gro~rth of love , and methods of enli sting and giving love

5Karl A. Menninger. and Jeanetta Lyle l-ienning er, Love
against Hate (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Compa ny, 19~

p. 404.
6Karl A. r·1e-n ninge r) Theory of PsTchoanalyt ic Tec!_ln ioue
(New York: Scienc.e Editions, Inc., 1961 , p. 51; and Ka rl A.
Menninger, The Human ~·lind (third edition; N.etr y·o rk: Alfred A.
Knopf, · 1959/,pp ~ 306 ·ff' .•

?rvienn ing.er, l·!ayman., and Pruys er; .2.£• cit ~ , P. 404 ·
$Menninger, Th~ Human 1~Iind, pp . 306 ff.

9I;.~enninger, Theory of r_sychoanalytic Technique, P~ 60.

11I,

tl

!I
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begin in childhboct. 10

The deepest hostilities and the most

effective devices known for unburdening aggre.ssion are
essentially those encountered in childhood."ll

In the normal

person, the unfortunate misunderstandings of childhood are
corrected. by late-r and more pleasing experiences .. l2

The

child's characteristics, attitudes, and personal views of

life, work, pla.y, educat·ion, success, religion, security,
money, and even his illnesses are chiefly acquired from
his family.l.J

Emotional patterns of the child. are largely

determined by· the attitudes of the parents.l4

The manner

in which parents treat a child in sexual matters influ-

ence$ his sexual feelings and his concept of the sexual
.role he will play .15

In many cases, a child reacts as he

would be expected to react, considering his background,

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I

lOJtienninger and llifenninger, .QI2..

ill· ,

p. 261.

llKarl A. Menninger, Man agains t Hi mself (Ne\'11' York:
Harcourt, Brace and Co., 193'[}, p. J74.
12Karl A.. Menninger, A Psychiatrist's \'lorld: The

Selected Papers of Karl 1-ienninger, t!.D .. , ed. ijernardlr:""
Hall (New York: The Viking Pres-s, 1959), p. 250.
13Karl A. Menninger, Martin !~-layman, and Paul \'l. .
~ruyser, A Manual fo.r Psychiatric Case Stud~ (second edition ;

New York and London: Grune and Stratton, 19 2}, p. 31.
14Menninger, The Human. 1-iind, p. 311.

l5rbid., p. lJ-2; and Menninger, A ·Psychiatrist's
World, p. 202.

·.1 :
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training, family setting, and the opportunities presented
to him.16

The emotional tunnoil of' parents is. likely to be
reflected in a child's behavior.17

Parents have much to do

with the building of inferior feelings in a child.

The

.feelings of being infet'ior commence with the realization

that he is physically smaller than his parents..

The child's

inferior .feelings may be increase<i by the parents' manifestation of their own inferio-r feelings.

De~inquent

behavior on the part of the parents also encourages the

gro\'rth of inf·e rior feeling within the child. IS
Self-defeating tendencies arise early in life and can

j

•

'

I

.

',.J':
1

strongly influence the entire course of personal gr()wth.l9
Self-condemnation and crippling ., degrading self-cri ti c:i sm
are generally reflections of parental attitudes and fun·c tions- whi.c h are incorporated by the child early in life.
Such feelings may b·e conv erted into gt1idelines for future

I·

condu.ct. 20 1·1enninger contends that som.~ types of selfpunishment, some decisions to b.ecome martyrs or invalid:;;,
1 ~·1enninger,

A Psychiatrist's tvorld, p. 743.

I.r

l·
t,,,.

. 17Nenninger, .Mayman, a,nd Pruyser, A Manual. for
Case Study, p. 15.

P~ychiatric

18rvtenninger, A Psychiatrist 1 s ~rorld, pp. 201-6.
19}.ienninger and Menninger, 22· cit., p. 21.
2C1.fenninger, Man against Himself, p. 106.

i

i

and some constant demands for certain types of operations.
are the results of

a: desire to strike back at paren.t s.

If

these acts are aimed at hu-r ting the parents, revenge has·
become a dominating fqrce in life.

\'lhen a person punishes

himself in order that he might punish others, he has becoine
his own sacrifice for his sin and ha.s sought to atone :for
.his feelings of guilt by offering his own life and blood.
Persons of all ages are capable of attempting these acts of
revenge and atonement.21

The seeds of neurotic reactions are planted during
chi,ldhood, although the fruit may not be harvested until
later in lif'e.

Theo:retica).ly, the reactions of a neu.r otic

person are the res'll.lts of' failing to resolve the conflicts
between his instinctive t .endencies and his environment dur-

ing childhood...

The neurotic

person is being constantly

:· i

1

j

driven to engage in behavior which gives h;im needed joy or
satisfaction but at exorbitant cost.

He always. contrives

to defeat hi:s own objectives, to plot his

to

ffpoi~on

his own wells."

O"'-'n

downfalls,. or

He does this by treating persons

and situat:Lons of' adulthood as if they were the persons and
situations of childhood.

times.n22

He is "twenty years behind the

Menninger traces the origin of love to the

21Menrlinger, A Psych:Latrist 's World, pp. 3;30 ff.

22Menninger, The

Hl.lman

Mind, pp. 129-30.
..
;
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infant's experiences of bodily pleasures and satisfactions.

He also declares that love is instinctual or a reflection
of the life-instinct.

He feels all attachments or loves

have a bodily or physical basis due to the experiences of

an infant.

Love develops by building on the experiences

which fir.st satisfied physical needs.

Personal sec;urity

develops and depends upon a sense of love which originated

when bodily needs were met.

Love can be instinctual and

yet be learned because what is· learned is the direction or
means through which the love or life-instinct is channeled.

L

Self-love is another important factor in Menninger's

concept of love.

He holds that self-love which has self-

respect as an integral part provides a person with the

capacity to l.ove others.

Without this self-love, the love

of ot.hers is more difficult..

Self-love and self-esteem may

'·
'

well be the results of parental acceptance which brings
forth feelings of s·ecuri ty and self-confidence.

rl :'
..

Parental

rejection causes a person to seek the satisfaction of his
love-needs elsewhere.

If need-fulfilling experiences a.re

not a part o.f reality, the rejected person may produce a
world of .fantasy.

; .i

,I
.:

{!

I!

A self;...love based on fantasy or self-

preoccupation thwarts and dwarfs the maturing of love.

~'hen

preoccupation wi.th self is a chief concern,_ the lov.e of
others can be for the purpose of using the love-object for
the benefit of the self.

The primary concerns of such a

:I

person's ego are self"-esteem, gratifications, safety,

pleasure, and prestige.

According to

r~fenninger,

another

type of neurotic love occurs when there is an overdependence
upon the love-object for personal fulfillment.

A neurotic

love of this type leaves self-respect in the control of

other people, and such a lover thrives on a constant diet
o.f praise and protection.

He is a "compulsive lover" or

ncornpulsive needer" because his needs are to be satisfied if

he is tO survive..

Due to his basic lack of proper self-~ove ~·
I.

he is not able to enjoy the person and presence of another.

'

~-. ·~

I·

The existence of and relationship .between the
life-instinct and the death-instinct are influencing factors
in ~1enhinger's concept of love.

Love is an expres.sion of

the life ...instinct, while hate reve~ls the death-instinct.

Some persons cannot learn to love because of an excessive
need to hate, an.d others cannot hate wisely be:cause they
have such need to be loved.

Intense hate can indicate a

deep need for love, or hate may be used as a covering for
feelings of love and a shield against love.

Two people ma.y

be attracted to each other, but conflicting values separate
thEm!, and to a:void love they display hate.

,
~

.j

:' .. ;'
.,

''!

'

:I!

li

q

l:

A vital rela-

tionship exists between the length of life and the amount of

love and hate experienced ..
Menninger impll,es that the needs, values, and traits,
as well as the lov:e o.f a, couple, should be considered before

..
::

~

'..

:
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marriage takes place.

Also, the demands of society should

be weighed a·long With questioning whether or not the tnaturi ty
and happine$s o£ the would-be-marriage partners can be aided
by marriage.

A personal investigation of the motive.s of'

some persons seeking to be married is in order since various
neurotic needs can be motivating factors behind some couples
wishing marriage.
f4enninger' s theories have been summarized briefly and

some suggestions· concerning how such views can influence his
concept of love have been offered.

This concept of love

will be examined in terms of these vieWpoint.s and suggestions.

II.

NATURE OF LOVE

!oienninger says, "Most person$ spenQ. a lifetime trying
to find out what love really is. n 23 Because of ·their

experience during childhood, many people reach adult life
without the slightest idea of what love is or wh-at love
could do :for them.

I.
I

Experiences of group membership, infatua-

tion, companion-s hip, exhibitionistic dominance or submission,
and unselecti ve sexual desire are misinterpreted as lov:e.
Such misjudgments are acceptable if made by adolescents, but
not when made by mature adults, especially by ·biological

p. 364.

23r.renninger; Mayman, and Pruyser, The Vital Balance,

l
'

t - .- ;

' ·'
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scientists like Alfred C. Kinsey. 2 4

The many ways that

'

j

.

\

:l. •

p-eople use the word "love" confuse th~ meaning of the word.25

Menninger contends that the scientist who talks about
love discovers himself in a strange situation.

If he adheres

to the conventional nomenclatures of' science, he will end in
the same sterile futility that haa long been a characteristic
of the attempts o.f the scientist to make science suitable to
tJ)e study of human social life.

If, on the other ·hand, he

abandons his scientific. habits for some dependence upon

intuitive truth, he vergesupon the sentimental and the
poetic.

The scientist wh() uses poetic terms will m.ore than

likely he discre(iited as a poet who uses scientific terms,

although sentiment and poetry are not necessarily the
opposites of truth.26

Menninge.r holds that the life-instinct of' man is
closely related to his expression of lo'le. 2 7 He .s-ays that
man's desire to live is expressed through love in three ways.
First, love negate·s the destructive instin ct when subli mation
is accomplished.

Secondly, the li:fe-instinct ·is demonstrated

through thtE! love of' nonsexual objects.

Love of friends)

~.

't:

I'
~'

25rlflenninger, Theory of Psychoanalytic Technioue ,
p. 66.
27.
Ibid.. ., p. .····
263.

'11:

.. ,t:,

24Ibid.

26Menninger and Menninger,

ll

.Q12.·

ill·,

P• 260.

l
·I
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nature, inanimate objects, pets, and so-ciety at large ar€
examples of the nonsexual love-objects.

The majority of

instances o.f : love .for one arto.'t her is expressed in
phy~ical

su~h

non-

ways as the cq.nvrion enjoyment of some pleasure, the

exchange and

interchang.~

of ideas, or the sharing of food.

Love may be demonstrated in the givine; of a gift.

A gift

can express love because the giver and his love are symbol•

ized in the gift.
of love cQme.s

The energy for these diffused extensions

from

the erotic instinct but are not consciously

recogniz.ed as sexual objects..

Thirdly, the life-instinct is

denoted when lov:e is extended directly upon objects l>.'hich
are sexual in any meaning o.f the word. 2 8 Sexual attraction
between persons can e:i.ther be a st,ep ahead or backward,
depending· upon the nature of such relationships.

j

H
:I

l•.r

·.~~

r

f

The direc-

tion that sexual charm takes is contingent l.lPOh the further
development of love.

The stage of mature sexuality is

.i··
' t

reached, when the attraction is betwe-en per.sonali ties as a

whole and not merely between parts..

In this stae;e sext]al
2
·re l .at1.on
· s hips ar·e n .o t the p--;ncip·al
expressicms
of
lov,e
~
9
.......

i

.,
I

·t
I.

\

Although love is an instinctual endo\f;r.terit .or the
r..e fle.c tion .of the instinct of life, love and hate develop

I

...I
'l

28Ibi:d. , pp. 263, 273-78 ~
· _The Vital Balance,
29
- t·ienning.er, Mayman , an d P ruy se r,
pp. .364.-65~

.

I

.i

·.. j;
together.30

a

In any relationship of love there will be

. ':·

hostility which may be the fruit or· personal fru'stratiorrs.Jl

i_,.

!

l

Hate and love coexist, and whether either is cons.c ious or
unconscious makes little difference ~n the net result. J~

The

lov.e .- instinct can modify .hate impulses and can be modified
by the hate-instinct.

Because pure love or pure hat.e does

not eXist, a person must learn to re·c ogniz-e his feelings of

love and hate.

He must also learn ho-w to love and how to

hate wisely.33
I

Aggression and hostility may become mixed wi.t h the
S¢:JcW~l

1-

L

impulse, but when sex is expressed in proper channels,

th.ere will be no manifes~ation of aggression or hostility

through sexual avenue-s.

If s¢x :is acted out at a.n improper

time) with an incorrect object' or through an inadequate

mode, aggressive elements may be mixed with the sexual
impulse.34

Sex

and sex acts can be separ~ted .from love, D\lt

there is no sexless human being, and hence sexless or purely

d·

:I

,
ir
' ·.

..

JD.r~tenninger and Nenninger, 212•

and I'llenninger, ~ Hwnan Mind, p .• 276.

ill·,

pp. 5, 136, 263;

;' t·· !'
, •

31!-ienn::ing-er and Menninger, .QB.• cit~ (this is the
central idea of the book,. e.g • ., pp. 5, 13, 25).

1.

3 2r-tenninger, A Psychiatrist's World, p. 611 •

.33I~enninger and I-.!enninger, QB• . cit. , pp. 10-12, 263.
34Menning~r, Mayman, and Pruyser, The

Vital Balance,

p. 155.
.
'
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platonic love does not exist.35

However,. Menninger says

that "the li:fe instinct is by no means identical, as some

!tlt

"t!.

• I

'

people have thought, with the proc-reative instinct,. nor was.

this ever im.plied or beli.ev.e d by Freud. n36
Nenninger contends:

j'

;y

\·~nat

i
I

psychoanalysis showed was that true love is more
concerned about the welfare of the one loved than with
its own immediate satisfaction$, that it demands not hing,
but is patient.,. kind, and modest; th~t it is free from
jealousy, boastfulness, arrogance , and rudeness; that it
can bear all things, hQPe, and endure.. So said Saint
.P aul. So said Freud. 37

I

Understanding another person is vital in loving that

i

person.

il
~

t

I· ·

l!

To understand all i .s to forgive all, and to know

one another well enough should be to love one another more
rather than to hate on.e another more.38

Menl'J.;inger declares :

Love is experienced ,as a pleasure in proxitnity, a desire
·f or fuller knowledg·e of one another, a yearning f or
mutual identification and personality fusion. This we
show to one another by our efforts to be understood, and
by indulging the less imperious longing to understand.
To be understood means, of course, that some of our
worst impulses as well as our best ones a:re . recognized
by our friend, who knows all about us and likes us,
anyway.J9

I

i'

il·
'

(

I'

i.
.'

'·

' .

35Menninger, A Psychiatrist's World., p. 472; and

~!enninger, The Human ~, p.

308. ·

36z\ienninger, Mayman, and Pruyser, The Vi tal Balance,

p. 365.

.
37Ibid.
38I•ienni riger, A Psychiatrist's .\r.~; or1 d, p. 452'.
39J"lenn:inger and :Men11:inger, QE•

cit., p. 272.
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The understanding and .:forgiveness which are characteristic
of love provide one with an atmosphere in \'Ihic·h he c an.

mature.

a

ir ·
s1.

~~:

.\.~
i

III.

.(tl

IMPORTANCE OF LOVE

,.

::

ii;.

a

'The people and things loved or hate:i have

influence upon the develapmen1:i and integration of
ality

.4°

'-

ercat

!

per~cm

Personality can be resl)aped by new l ·o vc-objccts .. 41

Assurance of being permitted to love someone or somethins;
and assurance of being loved by someone will enable the
"vital balancett to be maintained or recovered.

Confidence

in love develops when love is given or experienced without

fear· of punishment;.. 42

Lov.e i s capable of modify.f ng hate

,·
.

' t

impulses and bringing them within the range of s ocial usefulness ~ 43

.

·~

a
:

r.;eutralizing or sublimating aggressive impulses

~

it

•·

I

··
·
' ct··r
· · host 1. lit y. 41· ..
is the optimal
way
o f trans f orml.ng
or mo
·1 y1:n[; ·

•

Love transforms th~ impulse to fight intO the impulse ·to
4~etminger, Maymap, a,nd Pruyscr, A r~rcniual for

I

Psychiatric Case Study, .p .• 14.
4li'llenninger, Theory of Psychoanalytic Techni Oue ,

P· 75.

42Menninger, Mayman, and P~uyser, Th.e V.i ta1 Balance 7

p. 364.

4Jx.1enninger and r.fenninger, .QQ_... cit., P· .263.

44~1.enninger; I~Iayman, and Pruyse~, ~ Vi tal Balance,
p. 154.

li:
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i. · ,
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wo.rk or play.

Love is also implicit in hopes and in

beliefs.45
The absence of love produces crippled personalities.
The misfits of society feel guilty because t.hey seek love.46
The fear of being unloved or unlove.able is a threat to the
"vital balance" or to the mental health of a person.47 La-ck
of' love and the fear of not being loved may produce anxiety
or·more advanced types of' mental illness.

Rigid person-

alities may be developed be.cause of failure to receive or

to give the proper amount and kind of love.48

One may

become an isolated individual because of one's position in
the family·, home training, pathological parents, and
poverty .. 49

The neurotic, alcoholic, sexual pervert, maling-

erer, self-mutilator, accident-prone person, a-nd martyr
types of personalities failed to learn to express hostili.,..
ties and love during childhood.

They rnay also desire re-venge

for the injustices done them during childhood.

Striking

back at parents or sisters and brothers may be followed by

45Menninger and Menninger, QQ. cit. , p. 263.

4~enninger, The Human Mind, p. 15 5.
47i•1enni,nger, Mayman, and Pruyser, The Vital Balance,
pp. 258, 359.
4Sr-1enninger, Man agains-t Himself, p. 110.

4~·1enninger,

A.

Psychiatrist's World, PP• 194 :f.f •

l i
i

..........
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an attempt to atone for "sins" and to remove guilt feel i ngs.
Craving of love is evident in some persons who have such
physical disorders as "proud flesh,'' sorne types of stcr.tach
ailments, and tuberculosis. ,50

No single factor or motive can be given for suicide,
but one contributing e-l ement is the lack o.f understood and
realized love. 51

The suicidal process is almost always

colored with the desire to be .loved, the will-to-live, and
the wish to unify the ego.52

The destructive tendency

withiJ'l man is capable of being used in a positive ma,nner.

.

\

I'

:J,

r
I

·I{,.

l:1enninger encourages constructive use of aegression through

work and play, and through the development of faith, hope,.
and love.

'
~

Love that is understood and J:'ealizAd equips an

individual for a healthy and productive life.53

Love can be effectively used in the treatment of
mental illness or emotional disturbances.

II
l

Love is called

lfthe touchstone of method in the modern psychiatric
50rr.enninger, The Human M~nd, p. 148; and l•lenning.e r,
£:Ian against Hireself, pp. 142, lo5, 181, IB?t 34.5 f f •

. . . 511·1enninger, The HtlJ!lan.~ M~nd, p .. 123; and Z<enninger,

lVIan against Hirose~~ (this J.dea

book, e.g., pp. Vl.~, 7-8).

l..S

repeated throue;hout the

52Menninger, Mayman, and Pruyser, .~ Vi :tal Balance,

p. 265.

.

5Jr.1enninger and l·!enninger, Q£• ci~. , pP · 5-6. .t~ 124 ff.'
167 ff., 189 ff., 214 f~., 260 f'f.; and •.. ennl.nger, ~
against Himself, pp. v1.1., 7-8, 263, J67.

!

1.. •

.' .
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In the hospital deliberate use is made of

hospitar.n54

friendships that develop between the patient 1 his nurse ,
his aide, or his doc'tor.

Professionally-trained persons

skillfully use these attachments in assisting the patient's

recovery.

Ne~1

or more strongly invested love-objects are

definite factors in the furtherance of recovery.55
Therapy can aid in the growth of a pet"so.n' s ability

to love and to he loveable.

The well-analyzed individual

experiences changes of attitud-es toward his chief loveobject.

Possessiveness; parasitismt dependency, and oppor-

tunism change to appropriate masculine or feminine attitudes.
The female patient will become more feminine, and the male
patient will react in a more adequate masculine

manner.~

However, neither the male patient nor the· female pa tient
will be unat-rar.e of or always apol<:>ge·t·ic for those trait$ in
his or her personality which are more characteri.st.ic of the

qpposite sex.

For example, each partner in a love relation-

ship will seek to adjust to the reciprocal traits of the

; i
I

one loved.56

Most persons seem to be able to learn how to

love or can learn how to make adjustments ·in their love
relationships.

54Menninger, Mayman, and Pruyser, The Vital Balance,

.i

!

p. 296.

I.

l '

55r·b
· d· •
.
J.

'

pp. 296, 359 ff.

5~~renninger,. Theory

Q.f Psychoanalytic

Technioue,

p. 168.
. i
!

;
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IV.

DEVELOP~illNT

I

'~·.

OF LOVE

!'

Menninger .accepts Freud•s theory that one does not

li

I

i

I

"fall" in love>; one grows in love and love grows in him.
Growth in love begins in infancy and not in the period of
adolescence or maturity.57
By now it is fairly well accepted by everyone who reads
and thinks and lives his life with his eyes open that
the child begins to express its love life in the first
days of its existence. Usingall the organs of his
body, he attaches himself with pleasure to a succession
of love ol)jects in response to the sati sfactio.ns they
offer and a.fford him. His mother, his· father, lat.e r
his brot.hers and sisters 7 still later his playmates and
teachers, and finally hi.s adult companions, b~gome
successive foci of the direction of his love.:>

. t

Groltth in love may not be entirely 1ogi cal and

sagacious, because at times and to some degree everyone
hates or loves unwise1y.

The Wrong persons or things can

be hated or loved at the wrong times.

Love and hate are

always mixed; therefore, too much hate can exist in love
relationships, or too much love can be present vrhen hostility

,,

or anger would ·be more appropriate. 59
Menninger declares that the problem of love is the
enigma of discovering the m.ost effective \"lays in which love

may be cultivated.
The practical problem may he stated thus: What reso~rces
do we have Q:t our command with which to favor the l1f e

.
;

r

.

!

.57Menninger and Menninger, :212.· cit... , p. 261.
·:.

59Ibid., p. 13.

·--

.,........
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im3tinct and· oppose the death instinct? HOlri can we
e:n:courage love and diminish hate? .H0\'1 can ~~e promote
their fruitful fusion: It is possible to dispose of
our aggressions more expediently than by killing ourselves and one another, and to foster and cultivate
that tremendous power ~ihich dra;ors men and men, and men
and women together, that sovereign remedy which stills
the hate that forces men apart. bO
Self-love, real self-in.t .erest, is not opposed to the love
of others as many may think.

Love inv-e sted in husband or wife} sisters, brothers, friends,
an(:!

neighbors is the over.flow of self-love.

of self is .first, last, arid ffi:Ost.
self has to be experienced before
given.

'

Loving self and real ly doing

self a favor is doing other people a favor and vice versa~ 61

parents,

ji

Love

Freedom from concern over
a~tehtiori

or love can be

The nonnal person's experiences enable l1ir.t to draw

l

.,
·',,
,.,

[i

L

,

1-

l

upon the treasury of self-love and invest;. som.e love in the
love of others.

Transforming self-love into obj ect-lOve

is more difficult for those whose childhood experiences
produced a fear o.f attempting love.62
The deliberate, intelligent cultivation of satisfactory
love-objects is another step in developing the capacity to
lov·e. 6.3

This step incl.udes the intentional renunciation

60Ibid., pp. 5-6.
6lblenninger, A Psychiatrist's \'lorld, pp. 34-35·

62rb:id., p. ·6 12; and r.ienninger, Han against Himself,
p. 304.

63nenninger, Man against Himself, pp. 381 f:f.

,,

,.

60
of cert~'in love-obJects l'mich are. in reality hate--objects. 64
The repudiation of these love~objects~ which are actually
t

hate-objects, :Ls to be followed by the acceptance of other

! '
i

objects of love; or else -emotions are left extending into

~ '

h

-1 .I

space.

S-uch suspended emotions could become attached to

l ·;

undesirable love-objects.65
i

Lov.e may be fostered by talking together, and more
important than talking is listening.

\'!orking and playing.

togethe·r enhance the growth and development of love. 66

Groups exist because of the need of human beings for love.

lj

',
I

..::

Participation in a group aids in neutralizing the aggressions
that well up \'lithin a person. 67
The cultivation of friends who are more than m-ere

recreational resources

or

iiiJportant to th,e growth of

convenient distractions is .most
lov~.

Tt1e

d~yelopment

...•

o.f love is

fostered when a person is enablecl "t-o mqve from primary and
secondary narcissism to the point. where he is contin11ously
I

1
~

68

.I

I .

striving to find and touch persons arid things about hir.t.. ·

j!

When he is encouraged in his making of acquaintan·c.es or

'·
...
n
(

j "l

~

I

I

j

64rbi.d., p. 3?5.

j

J
J
1
-!

t
I

66r.renninger and Nenninger, QE· cit., pp. 273..;.7g.

I,

il .'
~. ~:

67Ibid. , pp. 267 ff.; and. I·· 1erminger, A Psychiatrist's
V'lorld, p. 4.52.

6er1eru:.inger and M:enninger, .2.E• cit., p. 27•
.I
.

i

~
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frie!ldS and in his .finding more and more satisfactions and
ic;ientification$; his love tlill mature.

Predominantly

positive relationships incite the unfoldine; of full-grot-.n

love. 69
For various reasons, a person may nqt be able to lo-ve;
that is, be. may not be able to understand and appreciate the
total be·: it1g of ano:th·e r.

Some causes of the inability to love

include a lack of: sel.f-qon.fidepce..~ a tear of repeating a

previous painful experience., faulty training, or an acute

fear of being depreciated.

"Bec;ause some are only able to

love one or two persons or things at a time, the:ir capa:city

i

j

to love can

at

tim.es be blocked by conflicting lov.e $ or too

much love :for a parent, brother, sister, ·or an ideaL.

Uncer-

tainties concerning the various ways or expressing love in

)

:.:
't

a sexual way may prevent the proper development o.f love, or

I

i

th.e presence of an unhealthy love of self may thvtart the
maturing of lpve.

If these obstructi,ons a-r:e in the path of

lovet the only type of love re-lationship possible is one

wher,e self-love is continously fed.

Such an immature layer

will love ortly those person-s l'oiho have similar character. .

istics, who flatter him or \'t·ho feed his vanity and build his

·i

self-confidence by a constant process of emotional nourish-

j.

,.,
L
t:
..

'1...
'! !,

...

, I, , .~ I

f •
• !
l :

1:I ,

.i

'

!.

. '

ment.

To be so much in love with self caus es the rejection

i.
I \

i:;i

69r•1enninger, Mayman,. and Pruyser; ~ Vital Balance,.

pp. 294-95.

J ,:
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of the role of giving love and calls for th·e acceptance of

only those loves which enable hi:n to be the recipient of
love.70
The expression of l ove may not advance beyb.nd the
infantile stage..

The meeting of the chilo's need.s through

riur$·i ng or through the

e~periencing

of pleasurable sk.i n

sens:ati.o ns are experiences of "first love."
are almost magi'c al in the·i r power.

,I

First loves

A little echo of this

magic feeling is the e-cstasy of adolescent romance when the

appropriate response seems to be:

i s ml:ne. rr7l
n~ver

"Love me and the world

I·

'· ·

The desire to be loved in this magical way may

be overcome, but fo.r most individuals "first loves"

lose their poignancy.?2

Menninger, in his disq.1 ssion of

the development of love., emphasi zes parent ... child r q l(l~ionships

and their effects on the gro\'lth of love.

l,.

Parents and children compete for each other t s love.;
therefore, clashes along the home front are not uncommon.

In fact,. friction between da,ughters and mothers, attrit i on
in ;lather and son relations, can be observed in some ..form
i n almo~st any home on any day.

The competitive striving of

j·'. .!'

;
70r:Ienrtinger, A Psychiatrist • s World, pp. 251 ff.; and
.i~enninger; f,1an against Hi mself, pp. 302 ff.

711•'ienninger, Theory of Psychoana.lytic Technioue ,
pp.

66-67.
72rbid ..

r

!
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I
I

\

two persons for the l .o ve ~nd attention of a third is u.sunlly
the source or controlling factor in these clashes.

The
;

I

I

I ..

behavior and developm.e nt of the parents and the children are
harmed by thes e jealousies unless such e ;;w tiona.l c.:)t!cf)l cts

A child

are satisfactorily resolved.

c<:~n

I

I
I

i

be severely handi-

capped i f h.is acquisitive love for his mother is

not

even~

tually replaced by affection and tender love, or if ernulation
·Of and respect for t.he father does not r eplace jealousy and

rivalry.

Direct instinctive demands are to be

or repressed.

control l(~ d

J

Unless satisfactory substitutions or repres-

sions are enacted, the

:re~ml ts

are familial unhappiness,

unsatisfactory subst.:itutes, and nervousness. 73
I.

Every child has obvious needs for love and cqre, but

every chil<i must endure an increasing amount of disappointment, frustraticm, postPonement, an·d displacement ir• the
gratification o:f his need fc::>r

love .. 74

The pain of losing

love is the. most poignant type of anguisP, fo:r a child to

i'
!I

experience, because loss ·O f love. to him i$ nearly the same
as sacrificing his

lif~.

Lovelessness is rejec.tioh to

a

,.
!j

child; the end of hope, artd the end of life.75

l4any of tbe

I,
'"-1

frustrations suffered by the modern child are not entirely
73i'lentringer, ~- Hllinan 1·U nd, p. 310.

74Ibid., .p . 422.
75rVienninger 1 A Psychiatrist's \'lorld, pp. 285, 56J.

..
j

~ ~.
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l'l
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-

! .:

! :;

,.....:.. ...

the results of the c:urbine of his 1lnsopiable habits and
natural pleasures, ,since d'e pri vati.ons of t he ex~ra ~upply

or

love, which he so desperately needs, r e sults ir. thwarting s,

l·'l· '·

anxieties, and other emotional .frustrati ons.

·j'

to sweeten

each step of

t

Love .is needed

I

I

t1
i

the child, or else he ir:vest s his

boundless energy and curiosity into channels whfch ar.e
I

easier but are dange:rou 8

i

.76

l

Some parents fear they may love their chi ldren too
much or be too kind to them; however, there is gr eat doubt

that any child is ever spoiled by too much lcve 41

\'lhat

passes :for excessive love on the part of th.e parents is
oft~n thinly-dis~uised

. ..

hate or guilt, and this fact is

>

I

~

:

perceived oy the child a nd probably by friends.77

A chilq has

r

an enormous appetite for love, and he

thinks _primarily of his own needs,.

~v'hen

'

·t

hi s dem a nd s are

not met, he may react \'lith hate because he .feels he has been
!·

greatly injure d.

He is very adept at misinterpre ting a s

1i
I

we.l l as interpre ting parertt;.'al actions and att i tu de s; th eref'ore, he can develop a warped vie\-t of life.

Normal htnnan

I
1

I!

:t

I'

~ .~

development includes taking a lqng look at chi ldhood and
reint e rpreting the actions of the parent!>.

A proper inter.;..

pretation of childho.o d experiences enhances th e dev e lopment

•i .·l

! .
I .;

7~enn inger a:nd Menninger, 21?.· cit .. , p. 24.

77Mertninger, I4an ar;ainst Himself,. p. 150•

-' •

,.
!

A child pr.ogreps~s from a

o:£ loving attitudes and maturity.

distorted idea of' his ciwn omnipotence and hi.s misconstrued
vie\'IS of his parents to the point where he can identify with.
hi-s parents.

Empath-izi ng \'lith parents', blatnirig them \'l:here

blame is due, and then forgiving them are positive- steps
to\'lard maintaining a vi tal balance.
wrongs

fre~s

Forgiveness of parental

him £rom neurotically seeking to have others

pay for the errors of hip parents and asking others to make
-up for his parents' failure tq supply love.78

'!'be child looks to both parents for love
e~pression~

O.f' understanding..

an:d

'

By his attitudes, the parent

f.

of the opposite f?ex wi;tl induce, encourage, anli direct the
love of a child.

Nenninger states that the d i rection of a

I

child's affection do.es not e:X:clti9i vely depend upon a

I

'

··· '

specific and selective instinc:t, .as wias the gene~al inference
drawn from the delineation of t.heOedipus complex.79
A chilO. loves bo_th father and mother; however, the
love each child has for his p,arents differs.

Generally a

son loves his m-other more than he does his father, whereas
a daughter loves her father more than she does her

mother.

The son's love for his mother is usually possessive, but
his love for his father is imitative or identifying.

78.Menn;lnger and Menninger,

.Q.E.•

c.i t. , pp. 7 ff •

79£.ienninger, The Human .I~lind, p. 309.
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daughter'' s love for her mother is usua]:ly imitative. eo
To~rd

the f~theJ?, \'lh9 loves him in a ma$cl.lline way, be
masculine lqire; to~rard the moth~r, fezrii~ine lqve.
O:iitwarc:Uy there may be lit.t le apparent distinction;
~eturns

unconsciously this is the
difl'erences of sex.Bl

b~ginning

of the psychological

Unlike the parent, a child may love too much.
lo.ve~

To

mother and .father is not wrong, but to love them so

.l
'
'

I

'

.

•

i

•

I

:, I

much that no one else can be loved is destructive.
parents is

j

h~rniful

Love for

arid ruinous unless the child is released

.,

.i

and allowed to mature .. S2

• I

l

.

l

The treatment of a child by his parents varies with

;

•

1
·j

J

l

I
·r

each parent and with each child., but parents usually treat a

child as they were treated. by their parents.

By this· means,

parents may achieve a long-deferred and displaced revenge

for the sufferings and pains they endured when they \o[ere
children.

Parents may have a faint idea_ that

th~y

are act;ing

toward the'ir children in a manner that is similar to the way

I,

I
, :

:;

.

•;

'

~.~

!
: .· ~

they were

tr~ated,

bl).t most of them do not understand the

!

..

I · ·
:

extent of their actions,83

Sotle parents may deal with th·e i.I'

child as ·i.f the child were a trapped mouse. 8 4

80lbid., pp. 308-10.

Smotheri'ng

81 Ibid., p. 309.

$~Ibid., pp. 310-11; and Mel).ninger, A Psychiatrist's
't'Jorld, pp. 547, 551.
83r\·! enninger and Menninger, 2£· cit., p. 2.5.

84rl)ici., P• 26.

~
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love, gifts, and promises may be the bait; but a crippled
and .frustrated personality i .s the end-:product.

Mothers and

f.athers may consciously or unconsciously posse:s s attitudes

which cause them to react toward a child as they do to-vrard
other boys, girls; men, or women.85

.I
I

Previous material in

this chapter has pointed out that a father may regard his

son as a competitor or rival, and a mother may see her
daughter as a threat to her place in the family..

Relation-

ships of this kind rob the child of the lo.v e and the
affection that he desires .and needs.

Many pitfalls may be encountered when parents attempt
to provide their child with the necessary love.

Parents may

desire to express love toward their child but discover they
have not. developed the capacity to give love, 9.i ' they d.o not

know how to manage their time fn order .for t:hern to be With
their child..

Often the child detects hatred which may be

,.: .

manifested in neglect, lack of love, arid restrictions, and
. . paren
· ts
th.e child ih turn repays h ~s

·th.
W1

h a t re
· d • e6

P aren
·· t s

may provide their child with love that he does not recognize
as love.

Although

l'~ennin.ger

discusses U:e influenc-e of a

father's love for a child, he emphasizes the love a mother
851~ennirig~r,

.!.h!t

Human !~ind, p. 310.

86r~Ienninger and Menning·e r,

QP.

cit., p. 29.
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has for a child.

He declares·:

The total experien<:e of the infant's interacticm with
the mother (food, warmth, touch, being held, etc .l is,
of course, the original great basic reassurance. Some
believe that all our conc:epts and notions of loving
and of being loved stem from this early ecstatic
experience. 87

! ·'

Since mother is the most significant link in a child's

l-Torld, what she ways is likely to be what the child believes

·I
I
!

whether or not he realizes this fact.88

A major step in

achieving mature love is taken when a son can understand

his relationship with hi.s mother.89

?-lenninger contends that

many American mothers are frustrated in their chi.ldbearing

.function.
r~ry

He says:

beli¢f is, then,, that most American women are deeply

And critically t:rustrated in their childbearing function, and that this results in compensatory reactions
of masculine striving on th'e one band an.d aggressive
retaliations on the other.90
He· continues, ''I><Iothers betray in a hundred ways their

'·'

g enuine resentment of the child and of the obligations he
imposes upon them .. n91

.

He specifie·s a mother's crimes:

Let me be more specific about some of the crimes
unwittingly committed against the child by the mother.
I mean such things as inconsistency, threatening,
87.Menninger, Nayman, and Pruyser, ~ Vital Balance,
p. 1)5.

88Menninger and Illlenninger, .Q.E_. cit., p. 36.

B9Menni1lger, A Psychiatrist'svlorld, p. 741.
90rbid. , p. 619.

91 rbid.

,
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objecting to his activities because they are disturbing
a~d becaus.e they arouse her neurotic fears, refusinr;
h1.s r~-asonab~e reque~ts·, ignoring his efforts to be
pl·eas~f.lg or ~nte:e~tl.ne;, breaking promises, quarreling
wit!; h=;m over tr~vJ..al matters, impressing her own
anxJ..et1es or worries upon him, discussing him in the
p~es-ence of ather people, em})arrassinghim, neglecting
him, bribing him, lying to him, shielding him from the
c9nsequences o.f his own acts, comp:a.ring him unfavorably
~nth. others.
The greatest crime of all, perhaps, is
the ~nculcation of a dishonest, hypocritical philosophy
or li.fe.92

'\,.,.,

l .,
I

t ~.

I~

I·

In particular, the American male is hurt by an impact
of feminine resentment against him, especially while he is
a small boy.93

Being curbed, controlled, and wounded by his

.. r

Il

i,

!•

;I

mother breeds in a son a distrust for her and other women.94
The ultimate result in the son of the specially
aggressive mother is that he grows up to fear women and
hate them to such an extent that even his erotic
instincts, which normally overcome these negativeernotional fe-elings, cannot triumph. This reduces his
capacity to love, which in turn thwarts the woman whom
he tries to love, and this thwarting increases her
resentments. As a result he turns for his love to such
sublimated forms as can be obtained in tnale organizations of various kinds--business actiyities, clubs,
athle·tic associations, scientific societies, pool halls,
bars, poker parties, and so forth.95

l·ienninger suggests way.s in which parents can aid a
child's growth in love.

Here are some of his suggestions.

Parents can aid their child's gro\O.i~h in love through
planned parenthood, a respect for the child's rights, and

92t.1enninger and IJfenninger., £'2.• cit., P· 30.
93Menninger, A Pc,;ychiatl:'ist's \·Jorld~ p. 619.

94Ibid., p. 621.

95rbid .. , p. 622.
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improved management of the child.

r~~enninger

that planned })arenthood should be practiced.

strongly feels

A child

should

be the deliberate product of his parents' love and not the

result of an "accident" or his parents being punished for
"sin."

l

I

I
; ·•

Not only shoul.d parenthood be entered into l'Tillingly

but also with adequate preparation for the strains and
sacrifices .involved.

Parents should have adequate means to

give each child a proper beginning in life without depriving

the other of actual needs.

Each parent should be suffi-

ciently mature and possess the understanding that is needed
to take the dependency needs of a .child for many years.
Society should give p.arents the cooperation that is neces.sary for them to carry out their task.

be forGed U.pon the unwilling.
that

A child should not

Menninger is not suggesting

pnly persons who can afford a child should be allowed

to have them, bu.t he does

b~lieve

that tne producing of a

child who is condemned to a hopeless existeJ1Ce is illogic:al
and suicidal.96

Parents who plan for and joyfully wait for

the arrival of a child can surround that child with the
atmosphere of love which fos·ters the child's growth in love ..
A child's play activities can present a reliable

picture of his personality.

Observant parents will be able

to learn about their childfs philosophy of lifeJ attitudes,

96r4enninger and Nenninger, Q.E• cit., ·pp. 223-30.

..........

-.. ..
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J

•
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and. values if they allow him a relatively "free .hand" in his

\

I

playing.

Play activities reveal the· kind of love reaching

~

a child and the type o:f feelings t.he child has toward himself and his parents.97

Such knowledge may be used by the

parents to strengthen the positive loves, val:ues, vie·ws, arrd

attitudes of the child.

vlith this information, parents

could better plan the family· affairs and activities •
.A child's gpowth in: love is fostered by the .p arents t

respect of the. child's rights.

t.Jenningcr contends that

every child should be given the privilege of frequent,
unlimited, and uninterrupted times of sucking, preferably

at

the mother' s· breast.

Toilet training should .not be

started until a child :ts physically reaqy.

He should be

able to sit alone a,nd to make known his bodily needs, and,

he should show some signs of a willingne:ss to learn adult
standards..

The particular pace arid rhythm of each child is

to be observed and respected because su~h rhythms are basic

in the development of his feelings of satisfaction; body

control, and personal adjustment.

Another right of a child

is to have a lol'lg uninterrupt.e d period of uniform and proficient "psychological mothering" by one person.

A child

should have parents who are in mutual agreement so that he

rnay hav.e a good pattern of loye to imitate.

A child should

97rb·d
__L., p. 177.

-
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be regarded as an individual in an,d with his

01.'.'Tl

rights.

He

\

'

deserves reasons and explanations for the demands which are
placed on him.

Truthfulness, forthrightness., and honesty

$hould permeate all parent-child relationships.

The practice

of sincerity on the part of the parents should be guaranteed
a child.9S
Because unnecessary frustration distorts the basic
behavior pattern of the child, parents should improve their
management of' an infant.

They should provide stop-gap

m-easures which grant him .his legitimate pleasures in the
.present and which replace immediate, tangible goals that are
d~nied bim.99
Menninger's personal interpretation and . expansion of
Freud's basic philosophy cind t 'e c}miques furnish him -with the

foundation upon which he builds pis view of love.

His com-

mitment to the theory of the existence of a life-\'otish, a

death-wish, and an eqU:ili brium principle influences his view
of love •.
Love is a refleqtion of the life-instinct.

Hate and

love consciously or uncon~ciously coexist in indl.viduals and
t .end to modify each other.

Since the objects lo.v.ed or hated

can control personality development, people are to iearn how
to love and tohate wisely.

99Ibid., pp. 23, 39 ...
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CHAPTER IV

t
I

!

A COMPARISON OF VIKTOR E. FRANKL'S
'

Arm KARL A. MENNINGER'S

CONCEPTS OF LOVE
I.

NATURE OF LOVE

Frankl and Menninger both regard love as being highly
complex with niany intangible elements--shrouded in mystery
and

misunderstand;Lng, but not beyond q1,1estionirtg.

Nothing
I.

in the animal 'kingdom compares with the hL1rDan experience of
loving and being loved.

To understand love,_ the lover

should firstbe understood.

I .

I·
f

No two persons possess the same

capacity to give and receive love.

Neither Frankl nor

Menninger wpuld support the view that everyone is a good
lover, even i.f given. the right person _, timet and atmosphere.

i
i.

Frankl implies that lov.e is of such nature that it
may exist only between t -wo people.

\1hile Menninger devotes

mo.s t of his e..fforts to the study of love between individu.a1s,
he does not totally disregard. th-e idea that people may
dev~lop

an attachment for things as well as persons.

To

Frankl or to Merrn,inger,. love may include positive fe-elings,
hut must. be mor(3 than feelings alone.

Love that is desired

or expressed contains more knowledge and und,erstanding than
romantic infatuations.

Both men see love as the forming of

-

·I
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an attachment to or the building of a meaningful relationship

with other persor1s •

The affir111atiori of the value and wort-h

of another person is t:tn iinportar>.t act and attit'ude of

~ove.

\.

I

Love is a·n expression of concer}1 for the welfare o-f another

which is at the ·e:x:pen.se of self-concern.

Love seeks to

unite persons and to expand the "selfs" o:f the lovers.
Frankl believes that love may exist in a memory of

the past or in a fu;ture

int~ntion,

but Menninger questions

whether love exists tirtless there is an expression of love.

Frankl and MenningE!r agree that every person has the need to
.love and to be loved for what he really is and not for what
he does or g-i ves.

Mature love is more than a crush or

infatuation because the lover acts on the real-self level
or the spiritual level and not toward that which he imagines
or wishe.s the love-object were.

Romantic infatuation and

physical attraction tend to exaggerate tbe value of the loveobject

or

i.

t.end td seek possession of the love-object and

are not. real love.

Roman:t:i..c love develo,ps into love only

when the welfare and growth of the

lov~

uniqueness of the. total person i:s highly

is sought.
r. ~g~rded

The

:' .

in mature

love, so that all masks of deceptl.on may pe removed as
painlessly as possibl-e.

Love includes elements of

standing, care, solicitude:; and accountability.

under-

Be.cause

these ingredients of love are very personal, the lover
offers them without consideringhimself duty-bound or a

·-

I

..,_

__
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martyr.

Whi1.e the givinr.; of things may be an expressio.n of

love, there is no substitute for the giving of self.

The

giving of gifts cannot fulfill the need fo.r affection, since

\
\I
1

I

the basic intention of' love is the giving of self to tbe
object of love as an act of free choice.

Love is an inter-

personal and intrapersonal relationship which includes
personal involvement.

The mature lover dcres not ask that

love be returned because of the amount of love whtch he has
for the beloved or because of some favor which has been done,

nor does he ask to be given special pr(l.ise.

Love also

includes a process of identification with the love-object
which enables a lover to feel \'rith the beloved.

Thus, lov-

ing a persop means that he is not used a .s a mean·s to an end,
but is respected for what he ls in his uniquenes.s ...

Frankl's view of the necessity for the conscious
consent of an individual before he can lpve can be- compared

.! .

with Menninger's idea that unconscious factors may drfv¢ one
to "love."

These seem to be contradictions which could

hinder one t s understanding of love.

Menninger does not

eliminate the role of personal conscious choice in love, but

he does contend that need-satisfaction is an integral part

of the will ... to-live and that love is an expression of that
will.

Frankl does not deny that such events occur, but

neither does he call such a relationship one of love.

The

researcher believes that there is a conflict of opinion

·.--

between these two on this point.

The primary difference is

that Frankl would not call "unconscious love" a relationshiP
. .

.

.

~

'

of love, while Illlenninger could say the relationship was an

exarrrple o.f either lov.e or .neurotic love.

Frankl and Menninger concur that if freedom in love
is to

exist~

respect for the personality, uniqueness, and

dignity of each person needs to exist.

'rhe attempt to

control or dominate endangers the .free expression of love
and could possibly lead to violations of moral codes.

Con-

fl.dence and security betl'Teen lovers provides an atmosphere
in which love continues to grow.

If parents or lovers

refuse to freely giv·e their love until their bargain prices
are paid, discord may develop..

Although f.1enninge·r agrees

with Frankl's concept of unconditional love, he would not
rule out the possible value of a mature conditional love.
i~Tenninger

agrees that love issues no threats or demands no

proof_, but there are some conditions ·which every person who
loves may :rightfully expect an.d will experience in a mature

relationship of love.

The granting of these rights is the

result of being loved and not in order to be loved,.

The

rights of love may include the right (1} to be loved for
wl,'lat one really is, including faults; (2) to be consid-ered
an equal although separate roles are to be filled.; {3) to
share all of life; (4) to experience redemption and f'orgiveness; ( 5) to mature as a uniqu.e individual; ( 6) to be

t.
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respected and appreciated; and. (?) to experience satisfyine
sexual relationships within marriage.

IIJenninger suggests

there is a sense in which con· d ...~··· t·"ion·al
lq.ve may
· not b e us1ng
·
~
a person as a means to an end..

If this be true, conditional

ir

love may be regarded a,s real love and could have value.
Condi tiona! 'l ov.e ·m a.y hel·p. ·a person

·

g~v·e

·
recognJ· ·t~on
to

another's love, provide the assurance that love can be built
or renewed, or assist in developing. a sense of' responsibility .•

If Frankl's concept o.f love is accepted and the

love-object is l:>el:teved

~o be i;rreplaceable,

a monogamous

attitude and relationship is the qnly possible result.

The

acceptance af Menninger's cot"}'cept that rnari.y persons or thinr,:s
can be loved at the same time may allow the existence of

relationships other than monogamy..

However, M'e nninger is

not to be interpreted in such a way that he i .s made. to
encourage any attitude or relationship o:ther than a monogamous one.

He also says that a mature pers·on would love. only

as many persons and things as he could love l'ti thout harming

himself and th.e growth and happiness oT his objects of love.

A mat;ure lover is similar to the lawyer "'ho t .akes only those
clients he. can properly represent.

Such attitudes and

actions would result in a monogamous relationship which
usually includes. marriage.

A perso.n who is deeply involved

in p~rsonal commitments to more t,han one person will discover that his iove wil'l be

very limited in growth.-

Also,

I·

':"' · ·,

7S
this lover would become aware that he cannot concentrate on
more than one love.

F.rankl and l·i enninger would agree that

the more satisfying and meaningful a love relationship is,

·-I

·the less likely will there be ''affairs'' with other "loves."

.I

;

Monogamous marriage can he considered one of the greatest
.

;

pro~ectio-ns

against a decaying society •

j
·. j
.,·;·

II.

I~lPORTANCE

QF LOVE

i

Frankl ahd l-ienninger agree that love is an important

valu.e.

The preve.n tion of an expression of' love may cause

-damage to the growth and function of an individual.

Frankl

declares t-hat love is ·b.est when ~he experiejice of love aids

i
j

in discovering meaning..

Menninger expands the. valtie o:f me-a n-

ingful love by s,S.ying that love is best when other positive

~.

'

loves are not destroyed and when personal needs are satis-

fied.

Frankl and Menninger agree that Jove promotes emo-

tional

and

spiritual growth.

Love enables a person to feel

worth"\'rhile, t.c:> achieve some kind o.f freedom from guilt, to

throw off some
unity.

t~nstons,

and to attain a sense. of personal

Love has therapeutic and curative pt>we.rs which can

revitalize life and lead to a more positive self-viel'r a-nd

outlook on life.

An individual who loves is better prepared

to fa-c e boredom, isolation, meaninglessness, and loneliness.
Both psychiatrists feel that realized love may result in
increased energy., confidence, and ability.

When love is

I,
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present,
revealed.
r

~

'

. .j
.f

O.~ga~ive

are

rea.o tions

less likel y tO be openly

They agree that, at times, love may be a motivat-

ing factor in life.

Furthermore, they suggest that the

ability to give and to receive love is an important indica:tor of a well-adjusted, sound, and creative person.

The

giv:tng and receiving of love represents the des.i re of a
person to attain wholeness, completeness, and maturity.

The

r

values o.f a mature person go beyond the goals of accomplish-

t

ments and the accumulation of material goods or of .power.
The mature person, according to both Frankl and

1~enninger,

has as one of his highest values the establishment of mean-

ingful human relationships.

If a mature person feels he is

loved, he will give his best to love, for love produces love.
The loss of the capacity to give love and to receive love
reveals a personality we,a kness.

that unfulfilled love•need·s
or destructive ways.

Frankl and ·Menninger concede

c~p

be manifeSted in many cruel

They consider love impprtant to the

cont:i,nuance o·f civilization and the existence of a so:und
social life, because love can provide the means through
which an individual is .l ifted outside himself to b.ecome a

meaningful member of society.

An active concern for the

needs of oth·ers tends to produce similar reactions.

Franlcl and Menninger believe that love is useful in
determining a marriage partner, a.n,d that love between a man
and a woman does point toward marriage.

They both recognize

- ·'· r
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that marriage without love is practiced, but this is not· to

be conside.r ed. as t.h.e ideal·..

Als·
· o· , the·y
. .··. . . con
· cu r·. th a t · where

lov.e is mutual, a marriage partner is able to give of himself to meet the needs of his partner and; in return, to

receive what he needs for his continued growth and happiness.
Furthermore, courtship practices which were conducted in
order to win the love-objec:t add much to a marriage if
continued during marriage.

Jealousy is considered a negative and harmful emotion
by both Frankl and Menninger, because jealousy reveals a

weak and

an

inadequate lc)l/e and lover.

A jealous pers·on i·s

one. who places his needs abov.e thQ$e of the beloved and has

such a need to be the center of attention that he is unal:>le

to give himself.

Both Frankl and Menninger suggest that a

jealous person is so dependent

upon· another for his own need-

satisfaction t.hat he is unwilling to respect the uniqueness

of anyone else..

i

I .

The jealous individual regards his love as

a possessi<:m to be controlled and used.

The mature lover

would not be jealous, nor would he need to possess and
control his

love~obj~ct.

Frankl and !•1enningei' agree that love may produce

various types of tensions when a person
to do so

~hrea.tens

his self-esteem.

d~sires

to love but

Conflicts .and tensions

may become realit~es if a pe,rson f~els the need of changing

his self-oon:cept_ in ord~..r to meet the dei!1.a nds of the one he

j .-

J

loves.

ti.!enninger insists that one should change his

self-concept and self only if he feels that his growth and
development would be enhanced.

He should ignore those

demands or seek love elsewhere if he 'ttOuld be harmed by

changing.

However, if changes are demanded tlhere marriage

I
I

l
I

partners are involved, some adjustments need to be made for
the benefit of the wife, husband, children, and marr:Lage.

The one making the demands also needs to examine himself and

his demands, for the process of self-examination and changing is a life-time affair.

possible solution may be

In some marriages, the only

divorce~

evil than is personal destruction.

since divorce is a lesser
Frankl and· Ivlenninger

indicate that if marital conflicts and tensions are present,
the question l'ni:\Y become one of values.

Which is the most

important--the happiness of the Wife, the self-esteem .of the

husband, the welfare of the children, or the institution of
marriage?

An evaluation of all these is necessary before a

decision is reached.

Frankl and Menninger say that the

uniqueness,. integrity, and vital balance of the persons
involved are of the utmost importance.

Love and marriage

are for mature people because they allow time for adjustment.

V'lhen people who have matured discover that infatua-

tion or neurotic needs led them to marriage, they may freely
and without excess hostility resolve their conflicts, learn
to

love -each other, or obtain a divorce.

Frankl says that

I

li

I

i
(

f.
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such an affair of neurotic love can be ended without
destroying the ideas that love is monogamous, eternal, and
singular.

The grounds .for Frankl's just:i.fication ofa

divorce in this case would be that love never really existed.
i'4enn inger would say that lov.e may have been present at one

ti111e, but now love is gone.

He would also sa y that love, or

j

I.,.

the expr.e &sion o.f love, may change as people change.
Nenninger implies that, where a child is involved in a
marriage dominated by c.onflict, the child may do better i .f

the parents were to divorce..

He declares that in some

instances psycl'lotherapy can help such people t .o becorne

mature enough to mariage thej_t feelings of love and hate.
I\foreover, persons who marry for

n~urotic

:rnature enough to reali ze those reasons

reasons but who

m~y

capacity to develop love for each other.

also have the

r•!eri.ninger contends

that whenever marriage partners reach decision as openly and
responsibly as possible, they are more willi ng to accept th.e

consequences of their decisions.
III.

DEVEtOPI~!ENT

OF LOVE

Neith.e r Frankl nor 1\ilerininge·r implies

th~ t

couples

who experience love and are happy are merely lucky, nor
would either contend that success in love is an accident.
Frankl and Mennir:tger

s~em

to say that lov·e can be the re.sult

of a couple developing their desire·s to make. good i n thei r

~

.. '

8.3
Frankl implies that love may be learned) but he do.e s

love.

not contend that love is entirely a learning process.
I~enninger

openly advocate~ that love is i,nstinctual, but yet

in:sis.ts lov.e is learned in the sense that love-objects are

learned and the direction of the instinct of love develops
through a learning process.

r~!ertnine;er

believes that love

can grow if self-discipline,

~patience,

and a desire to

de_ve].op

love are attitudes and practices c.f people.

Love

can be helped over a lqng period of time when lovers focus

on meeti.ng each other's needs.

Frankl and r.rlenninger agree

that the ability to love l'muld be h elped by positive . love
r:elat.ionships with pa:rents, by a proper .self-structur:e, and

by a sense of feeling worthy o£ love.

·:

Each one holds that

growth in love can be aided when love is considered an
important valu.e , when a person

.~xperieilces

emotional secur-

ity and proper contact lrlith reality, and when there is
freedom .from family ties ..

Neither Frankl nor l·Ietminger offers a .formula for
determining ho\'1 a person may know his

c~paci ty

to love.

They in.d icate that a person's ability to love may be e-valuated by his. enjoyment of family and friends, his spontaneous

acceptance of people, his history of lov.e, and his personal
}1appiness.
Neri}'liriger acknowledges the. existence of unrequited

love but disagrees \-lith Frankl that all experiences of

' .i
.
I
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unreturned love are prof'i table.

On th e one h an d , unrequited
·

love could be of value to some individuals.

On the other

hand, such love could he a threat to a person's see1irity,
could w:ouncl. th,e ego., and could lead to serious conseouences
by ~upsettine one's "-vital balance" or by thw~~ rtine one's

growth in love.
Frankl and Menninger hold that many obsta.cles need

to be ()Verqome before a person may be able to respect, love,
and enjoy anothe.r ·: fqr

h~s

\],niqueness and for his

sin c,ulari ty~

Such forces as lonelin·e ss, Pt'E;Ssures from society or friends,
and physical urges may influence people
and not mature love.

tOV>Tard

infat·t iation

Both agree that -factors lik.e primary

narcissi5m, chronic psychological needs, la.ck o:f self-esteem
or self-understanding, arid a lack of understanding of the

love•object may lead to a neurqtic
l~lenninger

or

an immature love.

declares that, too often, courtship and marriage

are entered; and then one or both marriage
how they e.ver- got into such a situation.
_Menninger considers neurotic

l ove

p~rtners

wonder

Neither Frankl nor

as mature love, but

u::enning¢r seems to offer more hope for the development of
lqve when such relations hips are discovered.

F:ra.nkl and

Menninger agree that psychotherapy could aid the r.:atu rine
of love and the ·healinG of a neurotic type of love.

Love

may be th".~e rted. by anything. thc:;.t blocks a person in his
. ..
gJ:.VJ:.ng

"'hJ_m
. . s e' ·lf •

.o..~..

""hor<=>S'ore
1.
"
~.t
,

~.~uC\
rl-. "t· .,
eve
. -r •n.r events

self-

kno\<Iledge and maturity also hindf) r s groNth in love , f or

).· . ...

I

l
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love wiLl not reach .maturity when a person ±s not able to
free himself from infatuations or harmful loves..

Frankl and

Ivienninger agree that parental attitudes influen-c e the emotional development of a child.

Frankl would insist tha.t man

is r .e sponsible for his actions, and he would not agree with
Menninger that the ability to love is determined by past
experiences.

Frankl rejects theahsolute determination of

present love by past experi-e nces
and needs.

or by unconscious motives

His rej¢ction of theBe concepts is based upon:

(1) his belief that man is a responsible, dec.i ding bel,ng;
(2) his denial of infantile sexuality; (3) his insis.tence

that one need not be bound

by infantile experiences;. and

(4) the idea that one can be motivated by the future.

He

feels that the future is no.t completely depep:dept upon the
p.ast, but- relies upon the conscious decision of the p.t-eserrt:;.
Both Frankl and Menninger concur that meeting the bodi.ly
needs of the infant is of utmost importance to the develop-

ment of love.

However., Frankl insists that not all of the

needs of the child will be met and that one must learn to
l;iv.e with insecurities, denials, threats, and sufferings.
I~an, says FrankL, can and does attain high goals although

some basic needs or drives have been neglected.

?-~an is not

ah•Tays a servant of his primitive drives.

According to Frankl and Menninger; identification can
help -or hincier the growth of love.

If identification is

; _._1 .
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tlith a generous, loving. person, maturity in love is promoted.

\'/hen id.entification is with an unloving-, angry person or
with. an unvmrthy cause, full .... groi-m love is retarded.

Both psychiatrists have much to say about the
development of sex, sex and love, or sex and the development of love.

Frankl's objection to infantile sexuality

provides facets to be compared with I>Ienninger' s view.

Hol'r-

ever, Frankl's vi-ew that sex begins in adol.e s c·e nce also is

open to questiqn.

Can sex develop in adolescence if there

were no previous sexual experiences? Paul E.

Johnson says:

The fact of infant sexuality cannot .well be denied.

:'

For sex is not something \ile have; it is s omething we
are. It is not add-ed to .a person later, though its
p:OtE:mcies may require years to mature. The first report
:from the delivery room is: "It's a boy," or ''It's a
girl.'·' Th.e sex of the infant is the first item to be
reported because it i.s present from the first, and
because it will make a significant difference all
through life. It is not to be ignored, :for it represents an essential characteris·t ic of the new 1ife that
will become increasingly important as the boy or girl
grows into manhood or 'mmanhood. Sex traits are
diffused throughout the entire range of the psychol .o gical life in ways that will be noted as we proceed.
Psychological needs and .s atisfactions.,. in wh~ch sex h~s·

a :natural part, draw persons together 1n soc·:ral relatJ.:on s • 1

Frankl's concept of sex in the adolescent personality do·es
not appear to be consistent with his other viel"IS of se;>e,

especially his concept of sex in marriage.

He believes

sex in the adolescen:t is nOt intrinsically psychological.

lPaul E. Johnson, Christian Love (Nashville, Tenne~see:
Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, l951), p. 131.

To him_, sex in :the adolescent is a psychic reflex action to

a somCl.tic event_, a psychic consequence of' an endocrine
upheav~l,

or the psychic expression of glandular tensions.

However, he sees mature sexuality as an outward expression

o·f art inward spiritual union.

When and how does sex cease

being_ a psychic reflex action to a somatic event and becom-e

an organized and assimilated part of the individual?Z \'lhy
is sex in the adolescent primarily biological, but in the
mature person sex is an ihtentional act and is more than a

mere function of the organism?

Is that all the meaning sex

has for the adolescent?

Frankl and l-lenninger contend that sexual relationships
are not to be feared nor to be considered as mere physical

acts.

Each rejects the idea that only wom·en perform the

sex act as a means of indicating love but that men engage

in sexual relationships .for mere physical reasons.

They

agree that the optimum of sexual re1ation.ships is achieved

when each partner give s his total $elf to the other.

As

each partner attributes special. worth to the other and as
each desires to bring sexual fulfillment to the other, sex
becomes the means of making a physical act into a deeply

personal, interpersonal, and intrapersonal relationship.
Frankl and

r~renninger

also sugg-est that a deep appreciation

2Viktor. E,. Frankl, The Doctor and the Soul; An Intro ...
duction to Logotherapy, trans. Richard and Clara l'linston (Net-T
York:. Alfred A. Knopf, 1960}.

.I
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.o f sex will assist the development of a wholesome sex and
love life.

Achievingmaturity in sex , love, and life have

some corresponding elements..

!

Healthy sexual behavior

includes the experiencing of sexual intimacies within the
more$ and demands of society.

Frankl says that lovel.cass sex does not exist while
Menninger feels that sexless love cannot .be.

These two

ideas o?eem not t.o be compatible unles.s there is the pqssibility that Frankl and Menninger could be understood as
suggested inthe ,following paragraphs.

When Frankl says

that a pers.on will not qesi:[-.e or seek sexual gratif'icatiorr
unles·s love is present, he is

ccrr~ending

that such feelings

are present ln the mature lover arid a mature love relationship.

He acknowledges that men may take woi1len for lll'hat they

offer and not for what they are, and women
what

m~y

merely offer

they have and not offer their spiritual se-lves.

such ca.s es sex without love can take place.

In

However, a man

who loves or reveres the beloved for what she is or can
become, and who gives his real-self to her, will consider

sex only when love exists.

Sex would then be a symbol of

the.i r spirit;:ual union, and sexual relationships could be
~

:.

only with her since she is irreplaceable; therefore, sex
without love would be an expression of im.rnaturity.

lf

Frankl is allowed such freedom in his interpretation of
sexless J.,ove, his views ma.y be compatible with [ilenninger' s

A.· ' .

'

-~

On the other hand, his idea of the nonexistence of

views.

loveless sex would not be acceptable to I~enninger if sexual

acts of narcissistic lovers do not indica'te immaturity.
Ic:i~c:dly

the behavior of the mature lover is such that he

has se:Xual intercourse with only his beloved..

Henninger

acknowledges that s .e xual int;imacies may occur whether or

not lov.e is present.

A mature lover is not entirely free

from desiring or consid.ering sexual intimacies with another.
All

~exual

intercourse between mature lovers is not

al~rays

and . entire·l y an expression of love, but can be due to s-e xual
hunger.

Mature·

lov~rs

may d-esire or be s'exually a.ttracted

to oth:e rs without having intercourse with them.

Admittedly,

all sexual acts between mature lovers m~y take place within
the framework of love, but what about persons who have

attitudes to\'/ard sex which prohibit them from enjoying

sexual intimacies with love-objects?

They seem to be able

to ind1.1lge in sexual activitie~ only with persons they dis-

like or disrespect.

They may be said to be able · to love,

but sexual intercour-se would ruin their idea that love

exists.

Of course, they may be considered immature and,

therre.fore, not capable of love.

sex

is

:M enninger holds that if

defined in a broad social way, love would not exist

outside of some type of sexual feelings.
the ac,c eptance of

such

Frankl questions

theories as infantile sexuality'

love as an attachment, the similar origins of sex and love,

' -J

,
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and the nonexistence of s~xless lqye.

I.f sex .is not defin ed

in such a broad manner and in tenns of experiencing pleasure
or gratifi.cation, friendships could be sexless and . there-

'

.

fore, platonic.

Frankl contends that love can exist without

s 'e xual relationships.•

Frankl's and Menninger' ·s concepts of sex and l ove
dissuade sexual intercourse outside o:f marital relationship.
They also discourage sexual standards which attempt to
divorce sex from love.

Frankl's

vie~·

that sexual inter-

course should be limited to marriage is based upon psychological rather than upon moral or biol()gical reason.s .

Sex

in the human person should be considered mor.e than a biologi cal function o -f the organism.

Otherl'iise, people would mat e

l:ike animc:t:ls, have no concept of morrogamy, and would not
develop deep spi r i tual

att,a:chin~nts .

The

more

love is placed

in the area of purely physical. a n.d psychic reac.t l,ons 1 the

Tess likely .are s exual relationships to be permanent and
mon ogamous.

A condition for premarital and post marital

af.fairs·. occurs when ·the possibility for a lasting relatio.n-

.ship is faint.

Post marital af.fai.rs can indicate that the

partici ·pants have no concern for each other Qr each other's

welfare, but is this always the case?
person(il commitrttent

to

An attitude of

the· uniqueness of another individual

places sex in the spiritual dimension of life.

Relation-

ships which are bas.e d on mature love become last:ing and
meaningful .

.J
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Menninger cont-ends that sex should be an expression
of something deeply personal and of fulfillment..

Both men

imply that the integration of love and sex and the limiting
of sexual intercourse to marriage would aid th·e constancy
of marriage.

Each further imp.l ies that the. values of

reserving sexual intercotirse for marriage should be made

clear, accepted, and attempted by all persons; since

v~lues

which are stated and explained are easier respected.
Furth:etmore, one way to maintain. ·vital balance, sel.f-rt7spcct,

and integrity tsto ad_here to one's tnoral convictions.

The

foundation for reserving sexual irrt.-imacj_es for marriage is
laid during childhood.

A child who experie11~es love and who

is taught to respect the principles o:f reserving

sexual

intimacies .for marriage usually is better able to reserve
sexual intercourse fo.r marriage..

A person who rejects this

criteria for sexual behavior mayh(:lve experienced harsh

d-iscipline and rejection during· his early years.

The

extremes ofdictatorial policies or a laisses-faire attitude
· mora 1· va1ues.
can produce a breakd own l.n

Frankl does lnsi st

that the adult cannot defend his. breaking o·r his personal
moral code by blaming his earlier experiences.

.... !
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
I.

I.

NATURE OF LOVE

Frankl and Menninger are oppo-sed to any ideology
that degrades or discourages the existence and understanding

of love.

This .study of the. concepts of love as h€lld by

Frankl and by Menninger enables persons to develop a better
understanding o.f the nature and

m~aning

of love.

\\fhile love

cannot be the direct object of psychological analysi -s , persons who say they

~re

in love may be analyzed and can pro-

vide information about love.

The conclusion may be reached

that love can he philoso-p hically and psychologi_cally

investigated.

Moreover, Frankl and MenningE:lr demonstrate

that the method$ of the scientist can be used to probe into
the nature of such an intangible item as love without the
investigator becoming too poetic.

Persons are encouraged

to formulate their own vie\•ls of love when they feel that the

misunderstandings surrounding love

c~n

be c.o rrected..

Since

there Ls a tendency to over-simplify love, Frankl's and
Menninger's emphasis upon the complexity of love is a worthy
contribution to one's knmdedge of love.

A study of their

con<:epts of love can eliminate the false asst1111ption that
people "fall in love," that love is blind>. or that sexual
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relationsllips are synonymous with love.

Both men believe

that a positive understanding of the relationship between

love and sex is essential for the development of one •s love

and the elimination of one's tensions and problems.
Frankl's view that love is eternal may be valid if
the idea that an experience of love, having taken place,

can never be denied or erased.

To him mature love is eternal

because a value can never be replaced or lo.st.

Once value

is at·tached or an act committed, there can be no undoing
of such acts or attitudes.

He does not consider an emotional

fixation asmature; therefore, such fixations are not con;..
sidered eternal love.
questioning.

His view of eternal love is ope.n for

An act of love is eternal, but the state of

love is dynamic and changing.

Love can be enduring but not

eternal if values, loyalties, attitudes, and the needs of
the lover and the love-object continuously change.
the need to be loved may change as a person changes.

Love and
~1atu.re

love is o:f value only when love contributes to the unfoldine

of personality.

If Frankl had presented a clearer definition

of "eternal, n the .problem might have be.en resolved.
If love is not disrupted by death or distance, does
a remarried t1idot-T live with two loves?

Problems in the

second ll1C).rriage may develop if such a condition exists; for
example, with which husband would she be angry when she

directs her anger toward the living husband?
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The investigator agrees with Frankl that jealousy
can be and us u all
·· very d estructive to marital relation· Y :ts

However, jealoqsy may 'be a legi tirnate charactert.sti c

ships.

of marita.l . love.

JealOt.lSY

rn~Y

make indifference impossible

and create an intense detennination to care for the love ...

object.

Sealousy is not the dominating characteristic of

lov-e .

Frankl ts :i,dea that love is never ir1 vain sounds very
logical, but logic does not always c(lnvince a re.jected lover

that he is benefited by his disappointment in love.

/ilthough

logical facts are known, feelings may continue to direct the

a-cticms and choices of a person..

Intellectual

understandi~g

is helpful but may not assure one that eood will f"oilm".
II.

Hfi'ORTANCE OF LOVE

Frankl and 1·1erniinger agree that love is an experience

which can be improve.d so that links in the chain of loneliness, alienation, meaninglessnes::>, and boredom can .b e broken.
Frankl ' s idea that people are searching for a meanir.gful
experience of mature love and not mere physical and .psychic
infa:tuat.ion suggests the folloWing:

(1) that marital

unfa:lthfulness and instability m.ay. be ~he results of a lack
of purpose; (2) that skepticism about life maY be changed
by experiencing personal love; and (3} that frantic partic.i•

pation in marty organizations may be an attempt to find love.

I

'
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Comprehension of the natute of lqve may offer some
assistance in developing mo.r e ,meaningful husban.d..;w:ife and
parent-child relationships.

This understanding could then

Frankl and Menninger contend that lo.v e is an

important part of psychotherapy and can assist in the healTh.ey hold that an atmosphere
'

of love is the best atmosphere in "'hich a person may feel

free and able to change.
A number of American church-goers appear to have a

place of

love

in rel;igious experiences.

Love is a vital

part. of religious experiences, but the acceptance of the

existence of a loving God is. difficult when there has been
rio experience of .human love.

Edv.ca:tors may find Frankl's and f.1enninger' s concepts
of love useful.

A child is more willing and able to learn

when there is an

~tmosphere

of l¢ve and

a~ceptance.

Love

relieves tensions and anxieties iri the clas.sroom arid .provid¢s the security, trust, and understanding that will

encourage the mutual exchange of ideas, and thu.s promote:
learning.

;

i

be used to improve one's growth in love.

in.g of personality defe-cts.

:l

Love can be a strong. motive in the educational

process that will transform learning into an exciting adven ..
ture iJ?.stead of being a dull drill exercise.

A student will

study for one he lo.ves and will be dilig.e nt to acquire knowledge) skill, and und·e rstanding when he "loves" to learn.

I ,
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Love for a person or f'or learning makes ~ducati.onal

more

experiences

meaningful; therefore, learning is easier~

f'aster,. and m.ore long lasting.

I

A teacher's love fo..r his.

pupii.s and for ·his vocation creates joy .in his work and.
provides him with added patience as he teaches.

:Moreover,

the following suggestions concerning the development of
love could be considered further evidence of the importance
of love.
II I.

.DEVELOPMENT OF LOVE

Frankl and .f..1enninger agree that love,. especially
parental l .o ve, plays a vital role in ·the development of love
and in personality gro\'.rth.

They say that parents need a

better understanding of that role.
They conclude that successful
happen.

mar.ri~ges

do not just

Preconceived ideas about the :roles of husband and
...
. .'

.

.

of wife can b.e a

.

cau~e ()f

mari t.~l discord but ntay be corrected

through eff.o rts of understanding and. love.

also need to become

a~tare

Married persons

that satis.f ying apd meaningful

relationships will keep them together happily when

love fails.

romari~fc

·.i

They are helpedwhen they realize that love

usually fails the mom.e nt some lesser interests, needs, or
goals are placed above love and marriage.

I•1enninger encour-

ages couples to believe that they can make their love grow
and can make their marriage succeed.

He offers such.

;.,- ...

I
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encouragement to immature or nel.lrQtic lovers who want to
develop a ma·ture love.

Psychotherapy can be used as a means of promot).ng
the positive development of love.
accep~ihg

atmosphere

rna.y

The estal:)lishment or (in

never be perfected by the therapist,

but the more a counselor is able to adapt himself to the
client and the situation, the more likely will be the occurrence of psychologi.cal health.
con~idered

a

tendencies.

neces~ary

Self:...acceptance is usually

element in freeing one from neurotic

If love promotes self-esteem, a counselor needs

to use the counselor-.client r e latiqnship to build the · ego of
the client, to help the client overcome his. immat;urity, and

to help the client t-o free himself from narcissistic love
and

self-doub't~

'l'he atreosphere in which counseling take s

place is a major factor in therapy.

The.

counselor needs to

-be aware of transfer-ence. factors. and to encourage the client's
interpretation of his feelings·.

The counselor also needs to

be free from any emoti9hal involvement with the client which
could blo.c k the client" s un(ier~taJ'lding of himself.

Both

Frankl and l~enninge r suggest th~t a counselor who ·was disappointed in love may unconsciously convey his feeling to

his clients.

For the benefit of his clients' and hi.s own

benefit, a counselor would profit from therapy which enables

him to work through his own frustrations cailsed by disappoint•
ments in love.

A .c ounselor who is loved and who is able to

give love usually does hot demand love from his clients.

',·

9$
Frankl and Menninger say there is a need to proclaim
a religion o.f love in a more open and loving manner.

Knowl-.

edge c).f Frankl's and of rJtenninger•·s concepts of love encour ...

ages religious workers to be more aware of their possibili ..
ties for teaching lov·e and of their responsibilities a:nd

opportunities to practice love.

If love is taught and

learned as Menninger says. religious persons need to take

a more active part in teaching others how to love as well
as offering expe.riences in groups where a person may le.arn

to love.

Persons who lead religious worship, training, and

group activities can con.sider the teaching of love through

such experiences so important that they feel they are fulfilling one of their missions when they continue to assist

men in loving their brothers as well as to teach them to
love God.

They can also determine the best ways to \lSe the

organizational structure and educational curriculum of their
existing religious institutions to practice and promote the
development of mature love..

~fu,en

such ideas are injected

into the current programs of religious institutions, Frankl's
and Menninger's l.deas can be te·s ted and evaluated.

If leaders of religious institutions do not take
their place in promoting mature love, marriage, and .family
life seriously, the basic question of why religious institutions exist needs to be asked.

.Neither Frankl nor M.enninger

provides religious institutions with a detailed program for

,
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the promotion of the growth of love, but they declare that
a religion is justified only if love and meaning are promot.e d.

Because religions are concerned with the value

II
I

systems of society, and the family is the chief teacher of
values, there should be more cooperation bet,.Teen religious
institutions a:nd families.

For example, persons in religious

institutions should assist families in teaching the meaning
of family life and family values.

Family members could

interpret the purpose of the: church.

Some religious insti-

tutions., such as local Ctl:t,lr¢hes or church-related colleges,

could take a more active part in preparing people for courtship, marriage 1 and family life in addit·i<m. to a program of
assisting persons in lea-rning to lov.e .
A person with a religious orientation or Christian
view of love'· man, and counseling would not have his objectivity destroy-ed nor his use of good counseling practices
hindered if he were to adopt some of the concepts of Frankl
and of Menninger.
Some problem areas in counseling, particularly in

marriage counseling which often takes place in a religious
setting, are clarified by the views of either Frankl or
Menninger.

Both Frankl's and Menninger's ideas could be

useful when assisting childless couples, .frustrated

persons~

depressed, dying, or lonely lovers, and an individual attempting to find meaning in life.

Frankl and Menninger offer
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helpful suggestions which may be used by thos.e wh:o counsel

with engaged couples 1 parents', reli,g iously confused persons,
unhappily married persons, or members of families who have
physically or inen:t;ally 111 members.

Having

s~ated

that insti.tutio.n s of religious faiths

should be used ·to promote the development of love) t.he
researcher will now suggest that anot.her area in which such
institutions canmake some vital contributions to society
is that of sex education.. fiiariy parents seem unable to

instruct their children prop~rly in sexual matters and are
looking to educational or religious institutions for some
assistance.

Courses in sex education which are offered in

some edu<;ational institutions deal with sex exclusively
a

biologic~!

from

standpo.i nt and, therefore, need to be under-

·•

:

girded with psychological, ethical, social, an.d spiritual

aspects of sex.

l
i

Relie;ious institutions should be able to

offer YO\lth this broader view of sex.

If a goal of sex educa-

tion is to prepare a person for fulfillment ·a nd meani'ng ina
monogamous me1rriage

r~laticmship,

there is a need f'or a new

approach to the t .e aching of th¢ virtues of abstinence from
premarital sexual relationship.

This approach could entphasize

individual values, personal :i.ntegrity,. self-esteem, and

respect for the spiritual nature of others instead of attempting to intimidate people by threats of disease or pregnan cy.
The sexual dimension of man demands the ethical obligation

.~

. ... ... ·:"""':·· .
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o.f providing understanding of, as well as respect: and
satisfaction for, the other person'!

Both Frankl arid

Menninger offer ideas which aid in developing a wholesome
view of sex and marriage.

Their concepts could be used in

developing courses within the educationa-l curriculum of
religious

J..nstitut·ions~

Such courses could be used to teach

and promot.e spi:ritually, ethically, and psycholoe;ically
sound programs of sex education.

If love is as signifi·cant in ed11cation as implied,
~du~ator's

should be aware of' the power to love, be taue;ht

w-ays that will assist them in developing a loving atmosphere
in the classroom, and be loving in ·their relatiorlships with
their student.s .

Also, the.Y slj:ould be aware tha-t a pupil's

love-relationships in .and out o:f
learning.

sd~1ool

will jnfluence his

A teacher can assi.st students in

learnin~

how to

give and how to receive love.
In conclusion,

love is a

psychologically significant

s:ubject with profound implications, but a basic
love does .not appear to exist.

sci~li.ce

of

If l .ove is t.o be. curative

and creative, a wise selection of the means of realizing
love is important.

The prominence of love seem$ to be

overe.Stima.ted only when love is prescribed as a cure.all
for every illness.
Frankl'~

and t-ienninger's views of love can be

presented, interpr~ted, and comp·a red.

The individual st,yle
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of writing and interest in different are·C:;ls of study cause
some <iif,ficulty in making valid comparisr.ms.

I
!

Frankl's

dialectical style of expression and paradoxical literary
style may conceal thoughts .as often as embellish them.
Frankl's concepts are not always clearly defined or systemati.c ally stated.

At times, his use of examples .o r case

studies confuses rather than illl1$trates his principle.
On the one hand, Frankl and Nenninger have view-points
which are characteri.stically different, but their idea-s
would not be mutually exclusive..

Frankl stresses mar.'s

search for meaning and his conscious intentions.
emphasizes man's quest

for

Menninger

pleasure, the reality of life

and .death instincts, and the existence of man's unconsc.ious
forces.

In spite of these. differences, Frankl and Menninger

may be regarded as having somewhat similar opinions about
love beca:use o.l ~heir related conclusions..

On the other·

hand, F-rankl and J,!enninger differ in their basic philosophies,
psychology; psychiatry., and vie.ws of life; and in their

i

;'

approaches to the study of love.
IV.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

The study of Frankl's and of Menninger's

vie\-,~5 .o f

love suggests that research co.u ld be undertaken to investi-

gate how people may love more than one person at a time and
yet not destroy the idea that a monoga111ous relationship in
mat•tiage is the best :for society.
i

I

103
F:t,irthf!!r research is n~e.d~d on I~Ienning er': s view that.
love· is a reflection of the Li.fe -insttnct and that love

relates in.stl.nct to t he tot·a l.i.ty of human existence, but
that iov·e is learned.

I.I
I

'

P¢rhaps Ivlenl'liriger' s concept ·that p eop l e can be driven
unconsciously t .o se;tect poor love- objects and Frankl's i dea·s
of responsibility and: conscious choic.e in love
into another point of view.

~an

he blended

Frankl *s view of the e·terna,l

nature .of love and Menningerts idea that love changes merit
further comparison and consideration.
Bo.t h Frankl and

of n·eurotic love.

Menning~r

speak of the deve lopment

Research could b:e

undertalf~ri

\'lhich could

possib+y determine ff neurotic love is cha r CJ.c.t erized by the

fear

of irit:iinc:l¢Y and persona l commitment.

.,I

.,

.~.
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